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This document presents the Executive Summary, the first of six volumes comprising the 2006 Baseline Technical Report 
(BTR) for the international FAIR project (Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research). The BTR provides the technical 
description, cost, schedule,  and assessments of risk for the proposed new facility. The purpose of the BTR is to provide 
a reliable basis for the construction, commissioning and operation of FAIR. It is, in this sense, primarily a technical 
document. The science case for the various areas of research to be performed at FAIR is summarized in the introductions 
to the respective Volumes 3 to 5 of the BTR describing the experimental facilities. For additional information and 
discussion, we refer to the original Conceptual Design Report (CDR) and a series of subsequent collaboration workshops 
and papers to be found at the FAIR website (http://www.gsi.de/fair).
The BTR is one of the central documents requested by the FAIR International Steering Committee (ISC) and its working 
groups, in order to prepare the legal process and the decisions on the construction and operation of FAIR in an 
international framework. It provides the technical basis for legal contracts on contributions to be made by, so far, 13 
countries within the international FAIR Consortium. The International Steering Committee as well as its working groups 
have been established under the umbrella of a Memorandum of Understanding for the preparatory phase of FAIR, signed 
by representatives from the 13 countries.
The BTR begins with this extended Executive Summary as Volume 1, which is also intended for use as a stand-alone 
document.  The Executive Summary provides brief summaries of the accelerator facilities (BTR Volume 2), the scientific 
programs and experimental stations (BTR Volumes 3-5), civil construction and safety (BTR Volume 6), and of the work-
project structure, costs and schedule. For the latter, more details are laid down in the Cost Book, a document separate 
from the BTR with restricted and controlled distribution. These technical documents, BTR and Cost Book, were prepared 
from contributions by the various experiment collaborations and the FAIR accelerator team, under the guidance of the 
Working Group on Scientific and Technical Issues (STI) and its subcommittees. The respective authors of the various 
contributions are listed in the respective BTR volumes and at the end of this Executive Summary. Seperate documents 
describe the management structure and legal framework. The latter documents are under preparation by the FAIR 
International Steering Committee and its Working Groups on Administrative and Financial Issues (AFI).
The appendix to the present Executive Summary lists   
i. the 13 countries and their respective representatives that have signed the FAIR Memorandum of Understanding;  
ii. the representatives from the 13 countries of the International Steering Committee (ISC), and   
iii. the members of its Working Groups on Scientific and Technical Issues (STI), on Administrative and Financial Issues (AFI), 
 and of the sub-committees to these working groups.   
iv. the lists of authors of the various experimental proposals and their institutional affiliations. 
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In 2001, GSI, together with a large international science 
community, presented a Conceptual Design Report 
(CDR) for a major new accelerator facility for beams of 
ions and antiprotons in Darmstadt. The concept for the 
new facility, now named FAIR (Facility for Antiproton 
and Ion Research), was based on extensive discussions 
and a broad range of workshops and working group 
reports, organized by GSI and by the international 
user communities over a period of several years. It 
also adopted priority recommendations, independently 
made by high level science committees, both national 
and international, on fields of science addressed by the 
proposed new facility. 
Subsequent to an in-depth evaluation of the proposal by 
the German Wissenschaftsrat (the highest-level science 
advisory committee to the German government) and 
its recommendation to realize the facility, the Federal 
Government gave conditional approval for construction 
of FAIR in February 2003. The approval was contingent 
upon the following conditions. (i) a scientific-technical 
plan for a staged construction, and (ii) participation of 
international partners contributing at least 25 % to the 
construction cost. 
Since then the project has gone through several major 
stages of development and significant progress has been 
achieved with regard to the scientific-technical and 
the political preparation of the project. This Baseline-
Technical Report (BTR) for FAIR is an important result 
of this process and progress.
The scientific-technical and the science-political 
processes have been closely linked to each other. To steer 
and coordinate all preparatory activities, an international 
committee structure, led by the International Steering 
Committee (FAIR-ISC), was established for FAIR with 
representatives of ministries or funding agencies from, 
so far, 13 countries: China, Finland, France, Germany, 
Greece, India, Italy, Poland, Romania, Russia, Spain, 
Sweden, and United Kingdom. These countries have 
signed a Memorandum of Understanding for FAIR 
which provides the framework for scientific-technical 
cooperation during the preparatory period 2004-2006 
and expresses the explicit intent of the members to 
participate in the construction and science use of FAIR.  
In order to prepare the construction of FAIR with 
international cooperation, the members of the ISC agreed 
that a set of documents should be developed by spring 
2006, on scientific and technical issues on the one hand 
and on administrative and funding issues on the other. 
These documents provide the basis for a decision on the 
construction and operation of FAIR in an international 
legal framework and for contracts on contributions to be 
made by the partner countries. The BTR is one of these 
documents. It provides the technical description, cost, 
schedule, organizational structure, and assessment(s) of 
risk for the international FAIR project. The purpose of 
the BTR is to provide a reliable basis for the construction, 
commissioning and operation of the proposed facility 
and for its science use.
The ISC has formed two working groups, the Working 
Group for Scientific and Technical Issues (STI) and 
the Working Group on Administrative and Funding 
Issues (AFI). These working groups formed several 
sub-groups and sub-committees: scientific, technical 
and administrative advisory committees with expertise 
regarding the proposed research programs, the facility 
design, cost and legal issues, etc. (for details see 
Chapter 6). Based on this committee and sub-committee 
structure the specific mandate of the STI Working Group 
included:
• Definition of the scientific program: In a letter- 
 of-intent and subsequent technical proposal process  
 (during 2004/2005) STI, with the help of program 
 advisory committees (PACs), evaluated and rated the 
 proposed research programs and experimental 
 facilities. Resulting from this comprehensive 
 evaluation process, STI worked out a detailed plan 
 defining the experiments which should be part of 
 base programs and be included into the core facility 
 funding. The BTR describes these experiments.
• Definition of the layout and technical design of the 
 FAIR accelerator facilities: In parallel to the scientific 
 review, the proposed accelerator facility was 
 technically evaluated  with the help of a Technical 
 Advisory Committee (TAC) and expert sub-groups, 
 taking into account also proposed modifications 
 and additions to the original design that were made 
 in order to optimize operation and accommodate 
 further programs. Resulting from this evaluation 
 process, beam specifications of certain accelerator 
 rings were modified and the topological layout of the 
 facility was considerably re-designed. The BTR 
 describes this re-designed facility lay-out, its technical 
 components and its performance characteristics.
• Determination of costs and schedule for the 
 construction and operation of FAIR: After setting 
 up a general costing scheme (which was defined 
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 by the AFI working group and its expert sub-panel on 
 Full Costing Issues, FCI), STI, assisted by two cost 
 review panels, evaluated the costs for the accelerator 
 and experimental facilities, as well as for civil 
 construction. It also reviewed the operation costs for 
 the facility. The detailed results on costs and schedule 
 are specified in the Cost Book which was prepared 
 together with this BTR (with restricted and controlled 
 distribution). 
The specific mandate of the AFI Working Group and its 
sub-committees included:
• Development of, and recommendations on, an 
 adequate legal structure of FAIR: According to 
 the present considerations, FAIR will be organized 
 as a limited liability company based on German law 
 (GmbH, "Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung"). 
 The Fair GmbH is supposed to cooperate closely with 
 GSI for construction and operation of the FAIR facility 
 (on a contractual basis as will be the case with all 
 other participating institutions). In this way, optimal 
 use shall be made of the know-how and experience 
 existing at GSI and other partner laboratories. 
 Further details will be stipulated in the Convention, 
 Articles of Association, and the By-Laws under which 
 FAIR will be set up.
• Preparation of legal contracts for contributions to be 
 made by the partner countries: draft versions 
 for these contracts have been developed by the 
 AFI Working Group and the ISC, to be presented to 
 the respective governmental authorities in the 
 partner countries. 
In parallel to the preparatory activities coordinated by the 
FAIR committees, research and development for the FAIR 
accelerator and experimental facilities has considerably 
advanced. About 2500 scientists and engineers have 
been involved as authors in the preparation of the 
scientific and technical documents for FAIR. Particular 
emphasis on the accelerator side is on fast-cycling, super-
conducting magnets; ultra-high vacuum aspects for low 
charge-state operation; high-current beam operation 
and control; and on fast stochastic and (high-energy) 
electron cooling. Significant progress has been achieved 
and the principal feasibility of the proposed technical 
approaches have been demonstrated. Prototyping for 
Figure 1.1: Artists view of FAIR. The synchrotrons on the right will be located 10 to 13 m underground and will not be visible in reality. 
Most of the roofs will be vegetated and thus most of the facility will be hidden from view.
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superconducting magnets has started. The same holds 
for research and development towards the experiments 
planned at FAIR.
The legal procedures and technical planning associated 
with civil construction has also progressed. As a 
major step forward, the development plan for FAIR 
was recently formally approved by the Darmstadt City 
Council and the regional (district) authorities of the State 
of Hessen. Moreover, civil construction planning has 
been finalized taking into account the modified topology 
of the accelerators and experiments. Fig. 1.1 shows an 
artistic expression of th FAIR facility. The location of the 
facility can be seen in the regional map (Fig. 1.2).
The results presented in the BTR have been worked out 
in close collaboration between the international science 
community and the GSI Laboratory. They reflect the 
collective work of the FAIR community performed over 
the last 5 years since the publication of the FAIR CDR. 
About 2500 scientists and engineers from 45 countries 
have contributed to the progress and co-authored this 
BTR. They are listed individually in this Report, in the 
various technical proposals for experiments as well as in 
the technical reports for the accelerator work packages 
and technical infrastructures, and underline the broad 
involvement of the international research community in 
the preparations for FAIR. 
Frankfurt
FAIR
State 
of
Hessen
Darmstadt
Figure 1.2: The regional map shows the location of the FAIR facility in the State of Hessen in Germany.
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2.1 Overview
The concept of the FAIR Accelerator Facility has been 
developed by the international science community and 
the GSI Laboratory. It aims for a multifaceted forefront 
science program, beams of stable and unstable nuclei 
as well as antiprotons in a wide range of intensities and 
energies, with optimum beam qualities. 
The concept builds and substantially expands on 
seminal developments made over the last 15 years at 
GSI and at other accelerator laboratories worldwide 
in the acceleration, accumulation, storage and phase 
space cooling of high-energy proton and heavy-ion 
beams. Based on that experience and adopting new 
developments, e.g. in fast cycling superconducting 
magnet design, in stochastic and in high-energy electron 
cooling of ion beams, and also in ultra-high vacuum 
technology, a first conceptual layout of the new facility 
was proposed in 2001. Since then, the layout published 
in the Conceptual Design Report has undergone several 
modifications in order to accommodate additional 
scientific programs and optimize the layout, but also to 
reduce costs and to minimize the ecological impact of 
the project. 
The present layout is shown in Fig. 2.1. A super-
conducting double-synchrotron SIS100/300 with a 
circumference of 1,100 meters and with magnetic 
rigidities of 100 and 300 Tm, respectively, is at the heart 
of the FAIR accelerator facility. Following an upgrade for 
high intensities, the existing GSI accelerators UNILAC 
and SIS18 will serve as an injector. 
2. FAIR Accelerator Facility 
Figure 2.1: Layout of the existing GSI facility (UNILAC, SIS18, ESR) on the left and the planned FAIR facility on the right: the supercon-
ducting synchrotrons SIS100 and SIS300, the collector ring CR, the accumulator ring RESR, the new experimental storage ring NESR, 
the rare isotope production target, the superconducting fragment separator Super-FRS, the proton linac, the antiproton production 
target, and the high energy antiproton storage ring HESR. Also shown are the experimental stations for plasma physics, relativistic 
nuclear collisions (CBM), radioactive ion beams (Super-FRS), atomic physics, and low-energy antiproton and ion physics (FLAIR).
Rare Isotope  
Production Target
Antiproton  
Production Target
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Adjacent to the large double- synchrotron is a complex 
system of storage-cooler rings and experiment stations, 
including a superconducting nuclear fragment separator 
(Super-FRS) and an antiproton production target. FAIR 
will supply rare isotope beams (RIBs) and antiproton 
beams with unprecedented intensity and quality. 
Moreover, the facility is designed to provide particle 
energies 20-fold higher compared to those achieved so 
far at GSI. 
An important feature of the FAIR accelerator facility is 
that, due to the intrinsic cycle times of the accelerator 
and storage-cooler rings, up to four research programs 
can be run in a truly parallel mode. This allows, in 
a very efficient and cost-effective way, a rich and 
multidisciplinary research program, covering the fields: 
QCD studies with cooled beams of antiprotons, nucleus-
nucleus collisions at highest baryon density, nuclear 
structure and nuclear astrophysics investigations with 
nuclei far off stability, high density plasma physics, 
atomic and material science studies, radio-biological 
and other application-oriented studies.
2.2 FAIR Performance Requirements and Basic Facility 
Concept
The concept and design of the FAIR accelerator facility 
were derived from the following requirements set by the 
planned scientific programs:
Beams of all ion species plus antiprotons: FAIR is 
expected to provide beams of all ion species, from 
hydrogen to uranium, as well as antiprotons over a large 
energy range (from particles at rest up to several tens of 
GeV/u energy in the laboratory frame). 
Highest beam intensities: For primary beams, the 
intensity increase aimed for is a factor of up to several 
hundred for the heaviest ion species compared to 
present installations. For the production of radioactive 
secondary beams, and also for the generation of high-
power pulses for plasma research, the high-intensity 
beams circulating in the SIS100-synchrotron are to be 
compressed to short bunches of 50 - 100 ns duration. 
The increase in primary intensity translates into an even 
higher gain factor, from 1,000 to 10,000, for secondary 
rare isotope beam intensities, due to the higher 
acceptances of the subsequent separators and storage 
rings.
Increase in beam energy: For antiproton production, 
intense proton beams are to be provided with energies 
around 30 GeV. In order to achieve highest baryon 
densities and enable charm production in high energy 
nucleus-nucleus collisions, the SIS300-synchrotron 
is designed for beam energies of up to 35 GeV/u for 
uranium 92+.
High-quality beams: Exploiting phase space cooling 
techniques, such as stochastic, electron, and also laser 
cooling, FAIR aims for providing high quality primary and 
secondary beams with momentum spread and emittance 
reduced by several orders of magnitude. Together with the 
statistical precision and high sensitivity that result from 
high beam intensities and interaction rates, these high-
quality beams will allow novel precision experiments on 
the structure of matter and the underlying fundamental 
interactions and symmetries.
The following facility concept and layout for the 
accelerators were developed in order to comply with the 
afore mentioned experimental requirements. 
Synchrotrons and storage rings as accelerator 
structures of choice: Synchrotrons are the simplest 
and most cost-effective way to accelerate ion beams to 
high energies, from protons to uranium ions. Even more 
important, in view of the planned research program with 
FAIR, is the time structure of the primary beams given 
by the synchrotron acceleration, which allows an ideal 
adaptation to the subsequent storage rings. 
Superconducting synchrotrons and acceleration 
of medium charge states: The high primary 
beam intensities will be achieved by fast cycling 
superconducting synchrotrons plus, for heavier ions, by 
acceleration of low charge-state ions. The charge-state 
enters quadratically into the space charge limit. The 
reduced charge-state, at the desired energy of up to 1.5 
GeV/u for secondary radioactive ion beams, requires a 
larger bending power of the dipole magnets as compared 
to the present SIS18.
High bending power for higher particle energies: 
The high bending power of the SIS100 dipole magnets 
allows the acceleration of protons to about 30 GeV for 
an effective antiproton production. For the research 
program on nucleus-nucleus collisions at energies up to 
35 GeV/u for uranium 92+, the second synchrotron ring 
SIS300 with a correspondingly higher bending power is 
needed. It is designed for long extraction periods and 
can also be used as a stretcher ring.
2.3 Technical Description of the FAIR Accelerator Facility
SIS100/300 double synchrotron  
The experimental requirements concerning particle 
intensities and energies will be met by the SIS100/300 
double synchrotron with a circumference of about 
1,100 meters and with magnetic rigidities of 100 and 
300 Tm, respectively. It constitutes the central part of 
the FAIR accelerator facility (see Fig. 2.1). 
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The two synchrotrons will be built on top of each other 
in a subterranean tunnel. They will be equipped with 
rapidly cycling superconducting magnets in order to 
minimize both construction and operating costs. For 
the highest intensities, the 100 Tm synchrotron will be 
operated at a repetition rate of 1 Hz, i.e. with ramp rates 
of up to 4 Tesla per second of the bending magnets. The 
goal of the SIS100 is to achieve intense pulsed (5·1011 
ions per pulse) uranium beams (charge state q = 28+) 
at 1 GeV/u and intense (4·1013) pulsed proton beams at 
29 GeV. For the supply of high-intensity proton beams, 
which are required for antiproton production, a separate 
proton linac as injector to the SIS18 synchrotron will be 
constructed.
Both heavy-ion and proton beams can be compressed 
down to very short bunch lengths required for the 
production and subsequent storage and efficient cooling 
of exotic nuclei (~60 ns) and antiprotons (~25 ns). These 
short intense ion bunches are also needed for plasma 
physics experiments.
With the double ring facility, continuous beams with 
high average intensities of up to 3·1011 ions per second 
will be provided at energies of 1 GeV/u for heavy ions, 
either directly from the SIS100 or by transfer to, and 
slow extraction from the 300 Tm ring. The SIS300 will 
provide high-energy ion beams of maximum energies 
around 45 GeV/u for Ne10+ beams and close to 35 GeV/u 
for fully stripped U92+ beams. The maximum intensities 
in this mode are close to 1·109 ions/s. These high-energy 
beams will be extracted over periods of 10 - 100 seconds 
in quasi-continuous mode, as the complex detector 
systems used for nucleus-nucleus collision experiments 
can accept up to 108-109 particles per second. Slow 
extraction from the SIS100 is an option for extending 
the flexibility of parallel operation for experiments.
Collector, Storage, and Cooler Rings
Coupled to the SIS100/300 double-ring synchrotron 
there is a complex system of storage rings - equipped 
with beam cooling facilities, internal targets, and in-
ring experiments - which, together with the production 
Table 2.1: Key parameters and features of the synchrotrons and cooler/storage rings
Ring Circum-
ference 
[m]
Beam 
rigidity 
[Tm]
Beam Energy Features
Synchrotron 
SIS100
1084 100 2.7 GeV/u for U28+ 
29 GeV for protons
Fast pulsed superferric magnets 4 T/s, up to 2 T,  
bunch compression to ~60 ns for 5·1011 U ions,  
fast and slow extraction,  
5·10-12 mbar operating vacuum 
Synchrotron 
SIS300
1084 300 34 GeV/u for U92+ Fast pulsed superconducting cosθ-magnets 1 T/s, up to 
6 T  
slow extraction of ~3·1011 U-ions per sec, 
5·10-12  mbar operating vacuum
Collector Ring 
CR
211 13 0.74 GeV/u for U92+ 
3 GeV for antiprotons
Acceptance for antiprotons:  
240 mm mrad: ∆p/p=±3·10-2, 
fast stochastic cooling, 
isochronous mass spectrometer
Accumulator 
Ring RESR
245 13 0.74 GeV/u for U92+ 
3 GeV for antiprotons
Accumulation of antiprotons (pre-cooling in the CR), 
fast deceleration of short-lived nuclei (1T/s)
New Experi-
mental Storage 
Ring NESR
222 13 0.74 GeV/u for U92+ 
3 GeV for antiprotons
Electron cooling of radioactive ions and antiprotons, 
precision mass spectrometer,  
internal targets with atoms and electrons,  
electron-nucleus scattering facility, 
deceleration of ions and antiprotons (1 T/s)
High-Energy 
Storage Ring 
HESR
574 50 14  GeV for 
antiprotons
Stochastic cooling of antiprotons up to 14 GeV, 
electron cooling of antiprotons up to 9 GeV; 
internal gas jet or pellet target
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targets and separators for antiproton beams, secondary 
and radioactive ion beams, provides an unprecedented 
variety of particle beams at FAIR. 
The additional storage rings are: 
The Collector Ring (CR) for stochastic cooling of 
radioactive and antiproton beams. Moreover, the CR 
allows mass measurements of short-lived nuclei using 
the time-flight method in the isochronous operation 
mode.
The Accumulator Ring (RESR) for accumulation of 
antiproton beams after stochastic pre-cooling in the CR 
and also for fast deceleration of radioactive secondary 
beams with a ramp rate of up to 1 T/s.
The New Experimental Storage Ring (NESR) for 
experiments with exotic ions and with antiproton beams. 
The NESR is equipped with stochastic and electron 
cooling. Further instrumentation includes precision mass 
spectrometry using the Schottky frequency spectroscopy 
method, internal target experiments with atoms and 
electrons, an electron-nucleus scattering facility, and 
collinear laser spectroscopy. Moreover, the NESR serves 
to cool and to decelerate stable and radioactive ions as 
well as antiprotons for low energy experiments and trap 
experiments at the FLAIR facility.
The High-Energy Storage Ring (HESR) for antiproton 
beams at energies of 3 GeV up to a maximum energy 
of 14.5 GeV. The ring is equipped with electron cooling 
up to an energy of 8 GeV (5 MeV electron energy 
maximum) and for stochastic cooling up to 14.5 GeV. 
The experimental equipment includes an internal pellet 
target and the large in-ring detector PANDA as well as 
an option for experiments with polarized antiproton 
beams.
Tables 2.1-2.3 provide more detailed information on the 
key parameters of the proposed double synchrotron, on 
the primary beam parameters that will be achieved with 
the SIS100/300 double synchrotron, and on the specific 
ways the various research programs will use the FAIR 
accelerator facility.
2.4 Modifications to the Conceptual Design Report
Compared to the preliminary facility layout presented in 
the original Conceptual Design Report, the present layout 
contains a number of modifications and improvements: 
•	 Increase in the magnetic rigidity of the second 
 synchroton ring from 200 to 300 Tm (SIS200 SIS300) 
 in order to increase the maximum energy to about 
 35 GeV/u for U92+ beams.
•	 Addition of a storage ring (RESR) to achieve the 
 desired accumulation and cooling performance.
•	 Change of HESR injection and operating mode 
 (as well as of its location). Injection of antipro- 
 tons will take place from the CR/RESR facility 
 at particle energy of 3 GeV. The HESR will be equipped 
 with accelerator structures for acceleration up to 
 14.5 GeV. Moreover, a proton beam line for com- 
 missioning and, as a future option, for injection 
 of polarized proton beams into the HESR from the 
 SIS18 has been added.
•	 Modifications to the injection and extraction positions 
 of the synchrotrons.
Research Field Energy Peak Intensity Average Intensity Pulse Structure
Radioactive  Ion 
Beams
0.4 to 1.5 GeV/u
for all elements up to 
uranium
~5·1011 per pulse
for storage ring 
experiments
~3·1011 per second
high duty cycle 
for fixed target 
experiments
~60 ns
for injection into the 
storage ring
Antiprotons 29 GeV protons 4·1013 per cycle -- ~25 ns
Dense Nuclear Matter 45 GeV/u for A/q=0.5 
up to 34 for A/q=2.7
-- 2·109 per second --
Plasma 
Physics
0.4 to 1 GeV/u ions ~1012 per pulse -- 50 - 100 ns (fixed 
target)
Atomic 
Physics
0.1 to 10 GeV/u ions -- --
Table 2.2: Primary beam parameters from the SIS100/300 facility for the different research fields
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•	 Re-design of the high-energy beam transport 
 systems and experimental stations to reduce 
 costs
2.5 Parallel Operation and Synergy
An important consideration in the design of the facility 
was a high degree of a truly parallel operation of different 
research programs. Simple beam splitting and switching 
to different target locations is of course generally 
possible at any accelerator. But this does not increase the 
integrated luminosity. Truly parallel operation aims for 
providing maximum integrated beam time and luminosity 
for each of the different programs running in parallel. 
The proposed scheme of synchrotrons and storage rings, 
with their intrinsic cycle times for beam acceleration, 
accumulation, storage and cooling, respectively, has the 
potential to optimize such a parallel and highly synergetic 
operation. This implies that the facility operates 
for the different programs like a dedicated facility. 
Figure 2.2 illustrates how parallel operation performs 
with a cooled and accumulated antiproton beam, in 
parallel to a fixed target experiment with radioactive 
beams or relativistic heavy-ion beams slowly extracted 
from the second synchrotron ring SIS300 and an 
additional beam for plasma physics.
2.6 Technological Challenges
The beam characteristics aimed for at the FAIR 
facility are challenging. In order to achieve them, new 
technological approaches are to be pursued. The most 
important aspects to be addressed are: 
Ring Radioactive  Ion 
Beams
Antiprotons Dense Nuclear 
Matter
Plasma Physics Atomic Physics
Synchrotron 
SIS100
~5·1011 U ions 
per pulse, pulse 
compression to 
~60 ns,
~4·1013  
protons per 
pulse, pulse 
compression to 
~25 ns,
up to 2·1011 
ions per pulse, 
for injection to 
SIS300
~5·1011 U ions 
per pulse, pulse 
compression to 
~60 ns,
109 ions per 
second, high 
duty cycle
Synchrotron 
SIS300
~3·1011 U ions per 
second, high duty 
cycle
- 1·109 ions per 
second, high 
duty cycle, up 
to 34 GeV/u U
- Laser  
spectroscopy
Collector Ring CR fast stochastic 
cooling, 
isochronous mass 
spectrometer for 
short-lived nuclei
fast stochastic 
cooling, 
high acceptance
- - -
Accumulator Ring 
RESR
fast (1T/s) 
deceleration of 
short-lived nuclei
accumulation of 
antiprotons
- - -
New Experimental 
Storage Ring NESR
fast (1T/s) 
deceleration of 
short-lived nuclei, 
electron cooling, 
precision mass 
spectrometer, 
electron-nucleus 
scattering
fast (1T/s) 
deceleration of 
antiprotons
- - electron cooling, 
internal target,
deceleration and 
extraction to 
FLAIR,
SPARC
High-Energy 
Storage Ring HESR
- 0.8-14 GeV 
antiprotons
- - -
Table 2.3: Usage of the accelerator and storage rings by the different research fields
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Control of the dynamic vacuum pressure. Beam-loss 
induced desorption of heavy molecules can cause the 
rapid increase of the residual gas pressure. In order 
to maintain the ultra-high vacuum conditions needed 
for operation with partly stripped heavy ions, a novel 
collimation concept has been developed which is 
presently being tested at the SIS18.
Operation with high brightness, high current beams. 
The synchrotrons will operate close to the space charge 
limits with tolerable beam losses in the order of a few 
percent. The control of collective instabilities and the 
reduction of the ring impedances is a subject of the 
present R&D phase.
High rf voltage gradients. Fast acceleration and 
compression of the intense heavy-ion beams require 
compact rf systems. Complex rf manipulations with 
minimum phase space dilution and the reduction of the 
total beam loading in the rf systems are important R&D 
issues.
Fast cycling superconducting magnets. For SIS100, 
super-conducting magnets with 2 T maximum field 
and with 4 T/s ramping rate are required. SIS300 
will be equipped with 6 T (1 T/s) dipole magnets. The 
optimization of the magnet field quality for low loss, high 
current operation with beams filling large parts of the 
acceptance is therefore of great importance and an issue 
of intense R&D.
Cooled secondary beams. Fast electron and stochastic 
cooling at medium and at high energies will be essential 
for experiments with exotic ions and with antiprotons. 
In order to achieve the required luminosities in the 
antiproton storage ring HESR, magnetized electron 
cooling at high energies (5 MeV) will be necessary, which 
represents a step beyond the only existing high energy 
electron cooler at Fermilab.
In the last five years, substantial R&D work has been 
dedicated to the aforementioned technological aspects. 
Considerable progress has been achieved and the 
principal feasibility of the proposed technical approaches 
been demonstrated. Prototyping of certain components 
has started. For details see Volume 2. 
SIS300
SIS 18
Proton
Linac
Plasma
Physics
HADES* + 
CBM
Atomic
Physics
HESR
Super-FRS
Radioactive
Ion Beams
Pbar
target
Antiproton
Physics
FLAIR
CR
RESR
p
pbar
plasma physics
atomic physics
CBM
RIB storage ring
RIB ext. target NESR
Unilac
SIS100
Figure 2.2: Schematic of parallel operation at the new facility. Up to four different scientific programs are served in parallel: A proton 
beam (orange), accelerated in SIS100, produces antiprotons (orange dashed) in the antiproton target-station, which are then collected, 
accumulated and cooled in the CR/RESR storage-ring combination, and transferred either to the HESR or to the NESR for experiments. 
In parallel, i.e. during the fraction of the SIS100 super-cycle not needed for the protons, a primary ion beam is accelerated in SIS100 
and slowly extracted to the Super-FRS to produce radioactive secondary beams for fixed target experiments (violet-dashed) or for stor-
age in  the CR and NESR instead of antiprotons (blue-dashed). In addition, every 10-100 seconds a high-energy heavy-ion beam (red) is 
accelerated in SIS100/300 and slowly extracted for nuclear collision experiments. Moreover, intense compressed beam pulses (green) 
are provided every few minutes for plasma physics experiments that require very low repetition rates. Alternatively, atomic physics 
experiments (light blue) may be served by SIS100 in the pauses of the antiproton production. 
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3. Experimental Programs and Collaborations
3.1 Overview
In general terms, the research goals and scientific 
objectives of the science at FAIR can be grouped into 3 
major areas: i) a deeper understanding of the structure 
and properties of matter; this includes a reduction 
of the structure of matter to the basic building blocks 
and fundamental laws, forces and symmetries; and 
an understanding how complexity arises from these 
fundamental constituents, a complexity which does not 
come from a simple linear superposition but involves 
non-linear processes, correlations and coherences; 
ii) contributions to our knowledge about the evolution of 
the Universe; the hierarchical structure of matter, from 
the microscopic to the macroscopic, is directly related to 
the sequence of steps in the evolution and generation of 
the visible world; iii) use of ion beams in technology and 
applied research
These general research goals can be grouped into the 
following specific fields of research at FAIR:
• Nuclear structure and nuclear astrophysics with 
 beams of stable, but in particular also of short-lived 
 (radioactive) nuclei far from stability;
• Hadron structure, the theory of the strong interaction 
 quantum chromo-dynamics (QCD), and the QCD 
 vacuum, primarily with beams of antiprotons;
• The nuclear matter phase diagram and the quark- 
 gluon plasma with beams of high-energy heavy ions;
• Physics of very dense plasmas with highly compressed 
 heavy-ion beam bunches in unique combination with 
 a petawatt laser currently under construction;
• Atomic physics, quantum electro-dynamics (QED) 
 and ultra-high electro-magnetic fields with beams of 
 highly-charged heavy ions and antimatter;
• Technical developments and applied research with 
 ion beams for materials science and biology.
The respective experiment proposals and collaborations 
are listed in Table 3.1. The table also indicates the 
major experimental apparatus involved in the respective 
research programs. 
Each individual experiment has been thoroughly reviewed 
by an international Program Advisory Committee 
(PAC). The experiments that have been included in the 
core facility were selected on basis of scientific merit, 
discovery potential and technical feasibility. Possible 
extension to the baseline research program have also 
been included.
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FAIR will provide intense secondary beams of unstable 
isotopes across the entire nuclide chart. Beam intensities 
exceed those available at existing rare-isotope-beam 
facilities by several orders of magnitude and beam energies 
are variable up to more than 1 GeV/u. A superconducting 
in-flight separator (Super-FRS) serves external stations 
and coupled storage-cooler rings including an electron-
ion collider. The novel instruments and experimental 
opportunities have attracted a large community of 
nuclear physicists addressing a broad research spectrum 
covering nuclear structure physics, nuclear astrophysics, 
and studies of fundamental interactions and symmetries. 
Proposals for experiments at the FAIR Rare-Isotope-Beam 
facility were presented by international collaborations, 
organized in the broader umbrella collaboration NUSTAR 
(Nuclear Structure, Astrophysics, and Reactions) with 
more than 700 members in total. Altogether 9 experimental 
programs are presently planned at the three branches of 
the Super-FRS. In the following, a brief overview will be 
given on the planned programs and experiments; for a 
detailed description we refer to Volume 4 of this Baseline 
Technical Report.
3.2.1 Physics Case
The atomic nucleus has proven to be an exceedingly 
interesting many-body system that has come up with 
surprises over and over again. The building blocks are 
protons and neutrons, both spin 1/2 particles, which are 
themselves complex many-body structures composed of 
quarks and gluons. The Quantum Chromo Dynamical 
(QCD) degrees of freedom are, however, not excited in 
low energy explorations of the nucleus. The underlying 
QCD-structure rather manifests itself in a complex 
nucleon-nucleon force with spin- and isospin-dependent 
terms. A strong short-range repulsion is balanced by 
long-range attractive interactions including also spin-
orbit and tensor forces. A strongly correlated self-bound 
quantum system, the nucleus is thus formed that exhibits 
a wide spectrum of phenomena. 
Exciting new aspects of nuclear structure are coming 
from the study of exotic short lived nuclei by means of 
secondary beams of radioactive nuclei. Much of what 
we know about nuclei comes from nuclear reactions. In 
the past, these were limited to stable nuclei, available as 
target materials, in bombardements with beams of (other) 
stable nuclei, in particular light nuclei. Having short-
lived nuclei available as energetic beams, now allows to 
extend such studies in an inverse laboratory kinematics 
to unstable radioactive nuclei away from stability. 
Exotic nuclei are characterized by an extreme excess of 
protons or neutrons and are thus located far away from 
the valley of stability. New structural phenomena are to 
be expected, such as very different proton and neutron 
density distributions with proton/neutron skins or halos, 
or such as new excitation modes that are not observed 
in stable nuclei. A study of such effects is of paramount 
interest for a complete understanding of the isospin 
and density dependence of the effective in-medium 
forces and of pairing and clusterization phenomena. 
With increasing isospin, the Fermi surface of the excess 
nucleons moves towards the continuum threshold, the 
sectors of bound and unbound states are not separated 
anymore to the extent as in stable nuclei. Correlations 
resulting from substantially differing Fermi edges and 
the appearance of weekly bound single-particle levels 
lead, in consequence, to new magic numbers. 
Evidently, only by synergy of theory and experiment, 
the new challenges in nuclear structure physics can 
successfully be approached. The bulk of nuclear 
structure models employs effective interactions whose 
parameters have been adjusted to known nuclear data, 
basically to that for stable nuclei. The study of nuclei 
far away from stability at FAIR will provide additional 
data on the nuclear many-body system under extreme 
conditions which should be understood in a consistent 
and microscopic framework. The ultimate goal is to find 
a unified description of nuclei and their properties based 
on the principles of low-energy QCD and the fundamental 
interactions between nucleons.
Reactions between nuclei play a decisive role in many 
astrophysical processes in the Universe. Nuclear struc-
ture effects and the dynamics of nuclear reactions are 
directly reflected in the various evolutionary stages of 
stars, in the light curves of stellar explosions, and in 
the elemental abundance distributions in the Universe. 
Current key questions in nuclear astrophysics are: the 
origin of the chemical elements, the physics of stellar 
explosions, the different nuclear and mixing processes 
in stars, the understanding of compact objects like white 
dwarfs and neutron stars and the thermonuclear explo-
sions on their surfaces, which are observed as novae or 
x-ray bursts. Unstable nuclei, far away from stability, 
are involved and their properties determine the fate of 
the relevant astrophysical processes. 
At the FAIR facility it will be possible for the first time 
to experimentally determine the properties of many of 
these unstable nuclei. FAIR will, in particular, deliver de-
cisive contributions to the understanding of the origin of 
the heavy elements, of core-collapse (type II) and ther-
monuclear (type Ia) supernovae, of the physics of com-
pact objects and the explosions on their surfaces (novae, 
3.2  Nuclear Structure, Astrophysics and Reactions with Rare-Isotope-Beams -   
  the NUSTAR Collaborations
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x-ray bursts). Simultaneously, the next generation of 
astronomical observatories, as well as refined analysis 
of star dust from meteorites, will produce a wide range 
of data of unprecedented quality about the elemental 
abundance distribution and stellar explosions. Supple-
mented by advances in nuclear theory and theoretical 
astrophysics these novel nuclear and astronomical data 
will result in a unified picture of the processes in the 
Universe, which are responsible for our existence.
3.2.2 The Rare-Isotope-Beam Facility at FAIR
Studies with Rare Isotope Beams (RIB) form one of the 
major research programs at FAIR. The radioactive beam 
facility at FAIR offers world-wide unique experimental 
opportunities for this area of research. The secondary 
beams of unstable nuclei are produced by fragmentation 
of a primary heavy-ion beam or by fission of an 238U 
beam at energies up to 1.5 GeV/u, followed by in-flight 
separation in a partially superconducting magnetic 
separator (Super-FRS). 
The facility at FAIR surpasses in many respects the 
capabilities of that of existing RIB facilities and competes 
with corresponding projects in Japan and USA in 
particular by innovative experimental concepts through 
instrumentation not available elsewhere.
The FAIR synchrotrons, operated in a high-intensity 
modus (primary beam intensities of several 1011 ions per 
second), together with the extraordinary phase-space 
acceptance of the in-flight fragment separator (Super-
FRS) yields secondary beam intensities with several 
orders of magnitude higher than available presently. 
Since the production process is chemically not selective 
and since the transport time is negligible, isotopes even 
of shortest lifetimes can be provided and be studied. 
Secondary beams are delivered with high purity in a 
wide range of beam energies and with variable (pulsed 
or quasi-dc) time structure and are eventually delivered 
to the target stations or are injected into storage rings.
The Super-FRS has to efficiently separate in-flight 
rare isotopes produced via projectile fragmentation 
of all primary beams up to 238U and via fission of 238U 
beams. The latter reaction is a prolific source of very 
neutron-rich nuclei of medium mass. However, due to 
the relatively large amount of kinetic energy released 
in the fission reaction, the products populate a large 
phase space and thus demands for an extraordinary 
acceptance. Compared to the in-flight fragment separator 
(FRS) existing presently at GSI, more than one order of 
magnitude is gained in transmission of fission products 
due the increased momentum and angular acceptance. 
Figure 3.1: Schematic view of the rare-isotope-beam facility at FAIR with the superconducting in-flight separator (Super-FRS) and its 
three experimental branches: the high-energy reaction area, the low-energy area, and the storage ring complex (CR-RESR-NESR) with 
the intersecting electron collider (eA).
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Besides fragment intensities, selectivity and sensitiv-
ity are the crucial parameters that strongly influence 
the success of an experiment with very rare nuclei. A 
prerequisite for a clean isotopic separation is that the 
fragments have to be fully ionized to avoid cross con-
tamination from different ionic charge states. Multiple 
separation stages are necessary to efficiently reduce the 
background from such contaminants. Based on the expe-
rience of successful spatial isotopic separation with the 
existing FRS at GSI, the Super-FRS also uses the Bρ-∆E-
Bρ method, where a two-fold magnetic rigidity analysis 
is applied in front of and behind a specially shaped ener-
gy degrader. The high primary beam intensities expect-
ed from the SIS100/300 synchrotrons require additional 
measures to achieve the aimed for separation quality. 
A straight forward consequence is that the Super-FRS 
consists of a two-stage magnetic system, the pre- and 
the main-separator, both equipped with a degrader. 
The demand for fully stripped fragments requires 
operation in the high-energy domain. On the other hand, 
the thicknesses of production target and degraders 
have to be optimized to prevent substantial losses due 
to secondary nuclear reactions. The above physics 
criteria as well as optimization of the performance and 
cost considerations have led to the choice of 20 Tm as 
maximum magnetic rigidity of the Super-FRS. 
3.2.3 Experiments at the Rare-Isotope-Beam Facility
The secondary rare isotope beams produced and 
separated at the Super-FRS can be delivered to three 
experimental branches allowing for a diverse and highly 
flexible program at particle energies from rest up to 
1 GeV/u. These branches are:
The high-energy branch
At the high-energy branch, an experimental area 
has been foreseen for high-energy reaction studies in 
inverse kinematics employing an apparatus of highest 
efficiency and full solid-angle coverage. For this, the 
R3B collaboration has designed an experimental set-
up capable of fully benefiting from the Super-FRS 
beams with the characteristics inherent to the in-flight 
production method. Located at the focal plane of the 
high-energy branch of the Super-FRS, R3B is a versatile 
fixed-target detector with high efficiency, acceptance, 
and resolution for kinematically complete measurements 
of reactions with high-energy radioactive beams, even at 
very low beam intensities down to one ion per second. 
Such complete kinematics measurements were in the 
past very successful in discoveries of new structural 
phenomena, e.g. of halo structures, new collective 
modes, or of new shell closures. Mainly for intensity 
reasons, the experiments were restricted to light-mass 
nuclei, at FAIR they can be extended to heavy nuclei far 
off stability. 
The research program planned by the R3B collaboration 
covers a wide variety of scattering experiments, i.e., 
such as heavy-ion induced electromagnetic excitation, 
knockout and breakup reactions, or light-ion (in)elastic 
and quasi-free scattering in inverse kinematics. Capture 
rates derived from Coulomb dissociation and Gamow-
Teller strength distributions derived from charge-
exchange reactions are of prime astrophysics interest. 
The low-energy branch 
At the Low-Energy Branch, it will be possible to study 
properties and phenomena of exotic nuclei employing 
mono-energetic low-energy beams from the Super-FRS 
(energies ranging from about 100 MeV/u down to a few 
MeV/u, stopped beams, and re-accelerated beams of a 
few tens of keV). An ‘energy-buncher’ allows for a par-
tial compensation of the beam energy spread induced by 
the passive slowing-down process. Four collaborations 
(HISPEC/DESPEC, LASPEC, MATS, NCAP) proposed ex-
periments at the low-energy branch.
HISPEC/DESPEC deals with a versatile, high-resolution, 
high-efficiency spectroscopy set-up to address questions 
in nuclear structure, reactions and astrophysics using 
radioactive beams with energies of 3-150 MeV/u (HISPEC) 
or stopped and implanted beam species (DESPEC). In-
beam γ−ray and particle spectroscopy after (multiple) 
Coulomb excitation and other reactions in the low to 
intermediate energy regime are performed using the 
AGATA Ge array and charged particle detectors. Decay 
spectroscopy (β-decay, isomer decay, exotic decays) after 
stopping and implantation of the fragment beams in a 
silicon detector stack surrounded by modular γ-ray and 
neutron arrays or by a total-absorption spectrometer is 
the subject of DESPEC.
The LASPEC collaboration proposes a multi-purpose 
laser spectroscopy station for the study of stopped, 
cooled and bunched radioactive species. It will permit, 
by a variety of optical techniques, the model-independent 
determination of isotopic and isomeric nuclear spins, 
magnetic dipole moments, electric quadrupole moments 
and changes in mean square charge radii. A variety 
of fluorescence, resonance ionization and polarization 
based spectroscopic techniques will be applied.
The MATS collaboration proposes measurements of 
high accuracy and high sensitivity suitable to very short-
lived radionuclides. Two techniques are applied, high-
precision mass measurements and in-trap conversion 
electron and alpha spectroscopy. The experimental setup 
of MATS combines an electron beam ion trap for charge 
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breeding, ion traps for beam preparation, and a high 
precision Penning trap system for mass measurements 
and decay studies. 
The NCAP collaboration is interested in the production 
of specific radio-nuclids for off-site neutron-capture 
studies providing input needed in stellar models.
The ring branch. 
Presently, GSI is the only research center worldwide 
hosting a facility (FRS-ESR) which allows accumulating 
radioactive beams in a storage-cooler ring. This invoked 
new experimental techniques, e.g. for mass measure-
ments or in observing exotic decay modes. The stor-
age ring concept will be further developed at FAIR by 
a multi-storage-ring system (CR-RESR-NESR) linked to 
the Super-FRS. 
The coupled storage rings offer a high collection effi-
ciency for secondary beams, and electron cooling com-
bined with stochastic pre-cooling results in high-quality 
(with regard to emittance and momentum spread) beams 
within cooling periods of below one second. High lumi-
nosities can be achieved in consequence and allows for 
the first time for in-ring reaction experiments. Hadronic 
scattering experiments at low momentum transfer with 
high sensitivity to transition multipolarity and spin-
isospin selectivity are of prime interest.  Moreover an 
electron-ion collider ring will be coupled to the ion stor-
age ring NESR allowing studies of unstable nuclei by a 
purely electromagnetic probe. Storage of antiprotons in 
the collider ring and studying antiproton-ion collisions is 
a further option being considered. 
Four collaborations (ILIMA, EXL, ELISe and AIC) pro-
posed experiments at the ring branch. All proposals 
take advantage of the unique capabilities offered by the 
multi-storage/collider ring system at FAIR. In particular 
they benefit from the much improved beam quality due 
to stochastic and electron cooling.
The ILIMA experimental program concerns mass 
and lifetime measurements of stored bare and highly 
charged nuclides as well as the access to pure isomeric 
beams. Such measurements are relevant both, for 
nuclear structure and astrophysics. The ILIMA concept 
builds on the very successful methods of ‘Schottky Mass 
Spectrometry’ and  ‘Isochronous Mass Spectrometry’ , 
both pioneered at the ESR storage-cooler ring at GSI. 
The sensitivity of the two methods can substantially be 
improved at the CR and NESR rings, respectively, at 
FAIR.
The objective of the EXL collaboration is to capitalize 
on light-ion induced direct reactions at intermediate 
energies in inverse kinematics at an internal target in 
the NESR storage ring. Elastic and inelastic scattering, 
charge-exchange reactions, quasi-free scattering and 
transfer reactions can be studied with a universal 
detector setup. Due to their spin-isospin selectivity, 
light-ion induced direct reactions at intermediate to 
high energies are an indispensable tool in nuclear 
structure studies as evident from investigations of stable 
nuclei in the past. Such experiments enable for example 
precise measurements of mass distributions, of single-
particle spectral functions, or of the electric and mag-
netic multipole response. Because of the kinematical 
conditions of inverse kinematics in case of beams of 
unstable nuclei, low-momentum transfer measurements, 
as envisaged, turn out to be an exclusive domain of 
storage ring experiments.
The ELISe proposal aims at elastic, inelastic, and quasi-
free electron scattering by using intersecting ion and 
electron storage rings and an electron spectrometer 
with high resolution and large solid angle coverage 
complementing the EXL detector measuring the 
strong interaction radius. Both experiments together 
can discover neutron or proton halo in nuclei. The 
experiment will be installed at the New Experimental 
Storage Ring (NESR) where cooled secondary beams of 
radioactive ions collide with an intense electron beam 
circulating in a small electron storage ring.
The Antiproton-Ion Collider (AIC) collaboration proposed 
a collider experiment to measure rms-radii for protons 
and neutrons in stable and short lived nuclei by means 
of antiproton absorption at medium energies. The 
experiment makes use of the electron-ion collider (see 
above) with appropriate modifications of the electron 
ring in order to store, cool and collide antiprotons of 
30 MeV energy with 740 MeV/u ions in the NESR. 
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The  PANDA collaboration proposes to study  fundamental 
questions of hadron and nuclear physics in interactions 
of antiprotons with nucleons and nuclei, using the 
universal PANDA detector. Gluonic excitations and the 
physics of strange and charm quarks will be accessible 
with unprecedented accuracy thereby allowing high-
precision tests of the strong interaction. The proposed 
PANDA detector is a state-of-the-art internal target 
detector at the HESR at FAIR covering almost the full 
solid angle.
3.3.1 Physics Motivation
The strong force governs the microscopic structure 
of matter. It dominates the interaction between the 
nucleons, i.e. the protons and neutrons within the 
atomic nucleus, and it is the key force that determines 
the interaction between the quarks within the nucleon 
and within other hadrons (strongly interacting particles). 
Achieving a fully quantitative understanding of matter 
at this level is one of the challenging and fascinating 
areas of modern physics.  During the last two decades 
hadronic physics has moved from phenomenological 
to a more fundamental understanding.  The theory of 
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is regarded as the 
basic theory of the strong interaction.  While being 
elegant and deceptively simple, the theory generates a 
most remarkable richness and complexity of phenomena. 
The possible forms of matter range from the spectrum 
of strongly interacting hadrons and nuclear species to 
compact stars of extreme density and to the quark-gluon 
plasma, a state of matter in the early universe and, 
possibly, in the interior of very heavy stars. 
The fundamental building blocks of QCD are the quarks 
which interact with each other by exchanging particles, 
the gluons. QCD is simple and well understood at short-
distance scales, much shorter than the size of a nucleon 
(< 10-15 m). In this regime, the basic quark-gluon 
interaction is sufficiently weak.  Here, perturbation 
theory can be applied, a calculation technique of high 
predictive power yielding accurate results when the 
coupling strength is small. In fact, many processes at high 
energies can quantitatively be described by perturbative 
QCD within this approximation.
The perturbative approach fails when the distance among 
quarks becomes comparable to the size of the nucleon, 
the characteristic dimension of our microscopic world. 
Under these conditions, the force among the quarks 
becomes so strong that they cannot be further separated, 
in contrast to the electromagnetic and gravitational 
forces which fall off with increasing distance. This 
unusual behavior is related to the self-interaction of 
gluons: gluons do not only interact with quarks but also 
with each other, leading to the formation of gluonic flux 
tubes connecting the quarks. As a consequence, quarks 
have never been observed as free particles and are 
confined within hadrons, complex particles made of 3 
quarks (baryons) or a quark-antiquark pair (mesons). 
Baryons and mesons are the relevant degrees of freedom 
in our environment. An important consequence of the 
gluon self-interaction and — if found — a strong proof 
of our understanding of hadronic matter is the predicted 
existence of hadronic systems consisting only of gluons 
(glueballs) or bound systems of quark-antiquark pairs 
and gluons (hybrids).
In the evolution of the universe, some microseconds 
after the big bang, a coalescence of quarks to hadrons 
occurred associated with the generation of mass.  The 
elementary light quarks, the up and down quarks, that 
make up the nucleon have very small masses amounting 
to only a few percent of the total mass of the nucleon. 
Most of the nucleon mass, and of the visible universe 
stems from the QCD interaction. The generation of mass 
is associated with the confinement of quarks and the 
spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry, one of the 
fundamental symmetries of QCD in the limit of massless 
quarks.
The phenomena of the confinement of quarks, the 
existence of glueballs and hybrids, and the origin of the 
mass of strongly interacting, composite systems related 
to confinement and the breaking of chiral symmetry are 
long-standing puzzles and represent the intellectual 
challenge in our attempt to understand the nature 
of the strong interaction and of hadronic matter. GSI 
has a distinguished history of having made important 
contributions to the physics of strong interactions, 
in particular nuclear physics.  The proposed PANDA 
experiment will enable the new FAIR facility to play a 
significant role in strong interaction physics, providing a 
link between nuclear physics and hadron physics.
3.3.2 Research Program
The proposal demonstrates that antiproton beams of 
unprecedented intensity and quality in the energy range 
of 1 GeV to 15 GeV, as provided by the new FAIR facility 
together with PANDA, will be an excellent tool to address 
fundamental questions. Antiproton beams in this energy 
regime, stored in the High-Energy Storage Ring (HESR) 
for in-ring experiments, will provide access to the heavier 
strange and charm quarks and to copious production of 
gluons. As illustrated in Figure 3.2, the physics program 
offers a broad range of investigations that extend from 
the study of Quantum Chromodynamics to the test of 
fundamental symmetries. 
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The key components of the antiproton program are 
summarized as follows:
The determination of the interaction potential through 
precision spectroscopy has been a successful tool at 
all levels of the structural hierarchy of matter, as for 
example in atoms and molecules. The charm quark 
is sufficiently heavy to lend itself to non-relativistic 
perturbative treatment far more reliably than the 
light up, down, and strange quarks.  Thus, an optimal 
testing ground for a quantitative understanding of 
confinement is provided by charmonium spectroscopy, 
i.e. the spectroscopy of mesons built of charmed quark-
antiquark pairs (cc). Recently, completely unexpected 
and surprising results in form of the discovery of new 
states in the charmonium mass region show that this 
field is far from being understood experimentally and 
theoretically. 
The proposed program, using resonant antiproton-
proton annihilation, is a quantitative and qualitative 
extension of successful experiments performed at the 
antiproton accumulator at FNAL, USA.  However, those 
experiments which ended in the year 2000 were limited 
in scope by lower antiproton energies (< 9 GeV), lower 
luminosities (≤ 2.5·1031 cm-2s-1) and a detector only 
capable of detecting electromagnetic reaction products. 
At FAIR, advanced antiproton cooling techniques will 
enable high energy resolution and a more versatile 
detector setup will be employed allowing for the first 
time a measurement of both electromagnetic and 
hadronic decay modes with high precision. The goal is 
to achieve comprehensive precision spectroscopy of the 
charmonium system for a detailed study, particularly 
of the confinement part of the QCD potential.  This in 
turn will help to understand the key aspects of gluon 
dynamics which are being investigated and quantitatively 
predicted in the framework of Lattice QCD.
Previous experiments at LEAR/CERN have demonstrated 
that particles with gluonic degrees of freedom are 
produced copiously in proton-antiproton annihilation in 
the light quark sector. A central part of the antiproton 
program presented in this proposal is the first search 
for gluonic excitations, glueball and hybrids, in the 
charmonium mass range where they are expected to be 
less mixed with the multitude of normal mesons.  The 
unambiguous determination of the gluonic modes would 
establish an important missing link in the confinement 
problem of hadrons.
GSI has an active ongoing program on the modification 
of the properties (masses, widths, etc) of light mesons 
(pions and kaons) by the nuclear medium and the 
relation to the partial restoration of chiral symmetry. 
The proposed experimental program at the HESR will 
address the open problem of interactions and in-medium 
modifications of hadrons with charm quarks in nuclei. 
Additionally, the program will provide the first insight 
into the gluonic charmonium-nucleon and charmonium-
nucleus interaction. A quantitative knowledge of 
charmonium-nucleon cross sections is considered to 
be of crucial importance in the identification of the 
formation of the quark-gluon plasma in ultra-relativistic 
heavy-ion collisions.
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A new and largely unexplored dimension in the chart 
of nuclides is introduced by replacing an up or down 
quark by a strange quark in a nucleon bound in a 
nucleus, leading to the formation of a hypernucleus. 
Here, the strangeness quantum number is introduced 
into the nucleus.  Antiproton beams at the proposed 
facility will allow efficient production of hypernuclei 
with more than one strange hadron.  The program 
opens new perspectives for nuclear structure studies 
and is a novel complement to the proposal to study the 
structure of nuclei with radioactive beams. The nucleon 
with the strange quark (hyperon) is not restricted in the 
population of nuclear states as neutrons and protons are. 
These exotic nuclei offer a variety of new and exciting 
perspectives in nuclear spectroscopy and for studying 
the forces among hyperons and nucleons.
One of the most important symmetries of physics is CP 
symmetry (charge conjugation C times spatial parity P). 
CP symmetry implies that the laws of physics apply to a 
system after the combined action of exchanging particles 
by their antiparticles and by reflection of the system in 
a spatial mirror. However, if CP symmetry was perfectly 
obeyed, none of the matter in the universe, neither 
stars nor human beings, would exist since matter and 
antimatter would have annihilated each other. The 
observed dominance of matter in the universe may be 
attributed to CP violation, an effect directly observed 
in the decay of neutral kaons and, very recently, in B 
mesons. CP violation can be studied in the charm meson 
sector and in hyperon decays, with the HESR storage ring 
running at full luminosity. An observation of significant 
CP violation would indicate physics beyond the Standard 
Model.
Two of the research areas with antiprotons, the in-
medium properties of charmed hadrons and the structure 
of atomic nuclei with one or more strange hadrons, are 
examples of the close intellectual connection between 
the physics with antiprotons and two other major 
thrusts of the FAIR proposal, relativistic nucleus-
nucleus collisions and nuclear structure physics with 
radioactive beams. They contribute in a synergetic way 
to the broader goal of a deeper understanding of the 
structure of hadronic matter in all its forms. Finally, the 
close connection between the various components of the 
present proposal is evident in the pursuit of symmetry 
tests and symmetry breaking effects, which are the key 
for our understanding of how the world is built from the 
fundamental building blocks.
3.3.3 Instrumentation and Detector
The technical capabilities and the uniqueness of 
the proposed facility are of great importance in the 
realization of the research objectives. Therefore the 
accelerator, and in particular the beam properties of the 
HESR, have to be matched to the PANDA detector. Beam 
cooling techniques are mandatory to deliver the beams 
of unprecedented quality and precision to the internal 
target facility with an advanced detector system. 
The PANDA detector design incorporates the most recent 
technologies in order to reach the required performance 
criteria with regard to mass, momentum and energy 
resolution, hit resolution, particle identification, and 
solid angle coverage. The combination of the high-quality 
antiproton beam and the detector system provides a 
powerful and unique facility, unparalleled worldwide, to 
carry out the research discussed in the main section of 
the report.
One important goal is to achieve almost full hermiticity. 
The detector has to be able to track particles down to 
momenta of 100-200 MeV/c and up to a maximum 
of 8 GeV/c. A vertex detector is required since many 
channels include charm mesons. A key component is 
electromagnetic calorimetry with excellent resolution. 
Furthermore, particle identification of kaons, protons, 
and muons is mandatory.
The general layout of PANDA is based on two magnetic 
spectrometers and is shown in Figure 3.3. The target 
spectrometer surrounds the interaction region and has 
a superconducting solenoid as momentum analyzer. A 
forward opening of 5-10° (depending on the respective 
axis) allows high momentum tracks to enter the forward 
spectrometer with a large gap dipole magnet.
3.3.4 Interaction Region
Various targets are considered for the different physics 
programs within PANDA. Most of the measurements 
require a proton target which can be realized in two 
alternative ways:
• A pellet target device produces a stream of small 
 pellets of frozen hydrogen falling through and 
 interacting with the antiproton beam. This type 
 of target is able to achieve average densities in the 
 order of up to 1016 cm-2s-1. That would match 
 the desired luminosity of 2·1032 cm-2s-1 at a gas load 
 compatible with a low cross section for pumping 
 around the interaction region. Furthermore, by 
 having several hundred interactions within one 
 pellet, it is possible to track its flight path and 
 determine the individual interaction points 
 precisely.
• The second option is a cluster jet target which 
 sends an ultra-dense hydrogen jet through the beam. 
 It provides a homogeneous stream of gas which 
 is easy to handle from the accelerator point of view. 
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 Currently, the R&D work is focussing on improving 
 the densities such that the design luminosity of 
 PANDA can be reached. However, the achieved 
 densities are still well below 1016 cm2.
As the requirements on a target for different types of 
experiments are manifold, it is not clear, whether one 
target will be able to fulfill all of them. Thus currently 
both targets are foreseen on equal footing and would fit 
into the detector. A cluster jet target or a pellet target 
can also be used for reactions with nuclei.  However, 
in this case higher luminosities and a better definition 
of the interaction point are provided by using wire or 
strip targets.  The use of an internal gas storage cell, 
e.g. a target of polarized 3He, is proposed and has to be 
studied.
3.3.5 Target Spectrometer
The defining element of the target spectrometer is the 
superconducting solenoidal magnet. It has a length of 
2.5 m, a diameter of 1.9 m and an axial field of 2 T. It 
has to accommodate a gap for pipes of the target device. 
The target spectrometer is made up of the following 
components:
• The interaction point is surrounded by a Micro Vertex 
 Detector (MVD) which has five barrel shaped layers 
 plus five disk-shaped detectors in forward direction. 
 The three innermost layers are composed of pixel 
 detectors to achieve best resolution and to be able 
 to easily detect decay vertices displaced from the 
 interaction point. The outer layers are composed 
 of microstrip detectors which are easier to handle. 
 The baseline technology chosen for the pixel detectors 
 are hybrid active pixel sensors as used by several 
 LHC experiments. The electronics still has to be 
 modified to accommodate continuous readout. As 
 alternatives to silicon pixels, GaAs based detectors 
 are considered as well as much thinner monolithic 
 pixel sensors where the problem of radiation 
 hardness would have to be solved.
• The MVD is surrounded by a cylindrical tracker. 
 Two options are currently discussed, a straw tube 
 tracker (STT) consisting of a set of double layers of 
 self-supporting straws and a time projection chamber 
 (TPC) with continuous readout. The TPC is the 
 technically more challenging option since it requires 
 an ungated charge collection based on a Gas 
 Electron Multiplier (GEM) readout. However it has 
 the benefit of less material and offers in addition 
 particle identification via dE/dx. On the other hand, 
 the STT is seen as a safe fall-back solution which 
 should still fulfil the basic tracking requirements. 
 In the forward direction circular or octagonal mini 
 drift chambers are used to track particles with higher 
 momenta before they enter the forward 
 spectrometer.
• The next detector is a Cherenkov counter based on 
 the so-called DIRC principle (Detector for Internally 
 Reflected Cherenkov Light) as used in BaBar at SLAC. It 
 consists of quartz rods in which Cherenkov light is 
 internally reflected to an array of photon detectors 
 in the backwards direction. The readout can be 
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 either  done by imaging a 2D pattern of reflections 
 with a large number of PMTs or APDs or by measuring 
 just one coordinate and the time of light propagation 
 inside the quartz very precisely. In forward direction 
 a disk-shaped Cherenkov counter with quartz radiator 
 and detectors for internally reflected light similar 
 as for the barrel DIRC is planned. Its readout should 
 be located between the solenoid coil and the return 
 yoke to allow the calorimeter end cap to be as close 
 as possible.
• An electromagnetic calorimeter is placed outside the 
 DIRC. It consists of a barrel part with 11360 crystals, 
 a forward end cap with 6864 crystals and a backward 
 end cap with 816 crystals. As detector material 
 PbWO4 is foreseen, since it is fast and  has a reasonable 
 resolution. As alternative BGO with still higher light 
 yield albeit slower signals is considered.
• Finally, outside the superconducting magnet and its 
 iron return yoke, drift tubes track muons exiting the 
 spectrometer.
The necessity of a time-of-flight detector in the target 
spectrometer is still under discussion. Although the 
flight path is short, low momentum particles could still 
be identified.
3.3.6 Forward Spectrometer
The heart of the forward spectrometer is a dipole magnet 
with a large opening and a field integral of 2 Tm. This 
will provide the required momentum resolution for 
forward tracks with momenta up to 8 GeV/c.
One problem of the dipole magnet is the deflection of 
the beam. If included in the beamline design it can be 
countered by a magnet chicane. Otherwise the beam 
could be shielded from the magnetic field, introducing 
some material in the acceptance. A completely different 
option would be the usage of a toroidal magnet in the 
forward spectrometer. Although providing an azimuthal 
symmetry nicely matching to the target spectrometer 
it reduces the acceptance at small angles and requires 
the instrumentation of a larger area with trackers and 
calorimeters. The detector systems in the forward 
spectrometer are summarized in the following:
• Tracking is provided by mini drift chambers. Before 
 the magnet, they have the same octagonal shape 
 as in the end cap of the target spectrometer. After the 
 magnet, a rectangular shape matches is more 
 suitable for the spread of tracks. The use of straw 
 tube trackers inside the dipole field is considered for 
 better momentum resolution.
• The option of a third Cherenkov counter, based on 
 gas or aerogel is still under investigation. In addition, 
 a time-of-flight detector is considered for charged 
 particle identification.
• An electromagnetic calorimeter based on lead/ 
 scintillator sampling and WLS fibre readout (Shashlyk 
 type) is foreseen in the forward spectrometer. It 
 should have 276 channels to cover the acceptance 
 and will reach a resolution in the range of 3-5%/√E 
 [GeV].
• After the electromagnetic calorimeter, the use 
 of the MIRAC detector from WA80 at CERN is under 
 investigation as a hadron calorimeter after 
 refurbishing its readout.
• The last piece of equipment is a muon detector based 
 on drift tubes.
3.3.7 Data Acquisition and Trigger 
The selected readout and trigger concept foresees 
continuous digitization of all detector channels. 
Special trigger hardware is not foreseen. The readout 
electronics has to be fully pipelined and has to perform 
autonomously the detection of valid hits as well as 
intelligent data reduction by clusterization, signal shape 
analysis, and time reconstruction to transfer only the 
physically relevant minimum of information. All data are 
marked by a synchronous time-stamp by which event 
building can be performed at a later stage. 
The data are fed into a configurable network. Attached 
computer nodes with the required bandwidth digest 
the full rate of certain sub-detectors used for the first 
selection level. Other detectors transfer data only for 
time slices selected on some level. Parallel selections 
are possible and several levels will bring the data rate 
down to the required 100-200 MB/s to mass storage. 
The clear advantage of this scheme is its flexibility: Any 
conceivable physics signature of an interesting process 
measurable by the PANDA detector could be converted 
into a sequence of selection algorithms. Typical signatures 
are the decays of J/y to leptons, decay vertices of charm 
or strange hadrons, identified kaons or electromagnetic 
showers, etc. The level of complexity is only limited by 
the required processing power and can be scaled up by 
attaching more nodes.
The trigger system and the universality of the detector 
make PANDA a unique tool in hadron physics, ready for 
future challenges.
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The Compressed Baryonic Matter (CBM) Collaboration, 
comprising about 350 scientists, aims for the 
investigation of strongly interacting matter at very high 
baryon densities including the question of deconfinement 
and chiral phase transitions. The envisaged research 
is complementary to the programs conducted at the 
Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at BNL and at 
the future Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN which 
focuses on the study of the phase diagram at high 
temperatures. CBM is designed to operate at interaction 
rates of up to 107 reactions per second with multiplicities 
of up to ~1000 charged particles per nucleus-nucleus 
collision event. Such parameters require unprecedented 
detector performance in terms of read-out speed and 
radiation hardness.
3.4.1 Exploring the QCD Phase Diagram with Heavy-ion 
Collisions
In the laboratory, hot and dense nuclear matter can be 
generated in a wide range of temperatures and densities 
by colliding atomic nuclei at high energies. In the 
collision zone, the matter is heated and compressed for a 
very short period of time. If the energy pumped into this 
fireball is sufficiently large the quark-gluon substructure 
of nucleons comes into play. At first, nucleons are excited 
to short-lived states (baryonic resonances) which decay 
by the emission of mesons. At higher temperatures, also 
baryon-antibaryon pairs are created. This mixture of 
baryons, antibaryons and mesons, all strongly interacting 
particles, is generally called hadronic matter, or baryonic 
matter if baryons prevail. At even higher temperatures 
or densities the hadrons melt, and the constituents, the 
quarks and gluons, may move freely forming a new 
phase, the Quark-Gluon-Plasma. At very high densities 
but very low temperatures, correlated quark-quark 
pairs are predicted to form a color superconductor. 
These phases predicted for strongly interacting matter 
are illustrated in Fig. 3.4.
Heavy-ion experiments at RHIC and the future LHC aim 
at the study of strongly interacting matter at extremely 
high temperatures and low net baryon densities, i.e. at 
very small values of the baryon chemical potential. In this 
region of the phase diagram the transition is expected 
to be a smooth crossover from hadronic to partonic 
matter. Recent Lattice QCD calculations found strong 
indications for the existence of a critical endpoint at 
relatively large values of the baryon chemical potential. 
Beyond this critical endpoint, for larger values of the 
baryon chemical potential (and for lower temperatures), 
one expects a first order phase transition from hadronic 
to partonic matter. This is the regime of high baryon 
densities which will be investigated in detail by the CBM 
experiment. Nucleus-nucleus collisions at FAIR energies 
cover a large area of the QCD phase diagram ranging 
from dense nuclear and hadronic matter to the first 
order phase transition, potentially including its critical 
Figure 3.4: Schematic illustration of the phase diagram of strongly interacting matter. 
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endpoint. The discovery of the critical endpoint would 
be a breakthrough in high-energy heavy-ion research, 
as this observation would constitute the first direct 
signature for the deconfinement phase transition. 
3.4.2 The Scientific Goals of the CBM Experiment
The high-intensity heavy-ion beams of the future FAIR 
accelerators, together with the planned Compressed 
Baryonic Matter (CBM) experiment, offer excellent 
opportunities to produce and to investigate baryonic 
matter at highest densities in the laboratory. The 
research program comprises the study of the structure 
and the equation-of-state of baryonic matter at densities 
comparable to the ones in the inner core of neutron stars. 
This includes the search for the phase boundary between 
hadronic and partonic matter, the critical endpoint, and 
the search for signatures for the onset of chiral symmetry 
restoration at high net-baryon densities. 
The experimental and theoretical challenge is to study 
probes which address the physics topics mentioned above. 
In high-energy nucleus-nucleus collisions the evolution 
of the fireball - from the early hot and dense stage to 
its disintegration into hadrons - takes only a few 10-23 s. 
The experimental observables are the yields and phase-
space distributions of newly created particles, and their 
correlations and fluctuations. Different particle species 
probe different phases of the transient fireball depending 
on their mass, energy, production and interaction cross 
sections and decay channels. 
Particles containing heavy quarks like charm are 
created in the early phase of the collision, in particular 
at FAIR energies which are close to the threshold for 
the production of charm-anticharm pairs. Therefore, 
the yield and the phase space distributions of charmed 
particles are expected to be particularly sensitive to 
the conditions inside the evolving early fireball. Most of 
the charm quarks are carried away in D-mesons which 
contain one charm and one light quark. Theory predicts 
that the properties of D-mesons are modified in the dense 
medium, and, hence, offer the possibility to study the 
effect of chiral symmetry restoration at highest densities. 
Some of the created charm-anticharm pairs form 
charmonium which disintegrates much easier in quark-
gluon matter than in hadronic matter, thus probing the 
structure of the fireball. No charmed particles have been 
measured in the FAIR energy range. 
A direct view into the hot and dense fireball is provided 
by short-lived vector mesons decaying into electron-
positron or muon pairs. These leptons do not interact 
strongly and thus act as penetrating probes. From the 
invariant mass distribution of the dilepton pairs one can 
extract the in-medium spectral functions of the vector 
mesons which contain information on the effect of chiral 
symmetry restoration. Up to now, dilepton mass spectra 
have not been measured in the FAIR energy range.
Heavy particles containing strange quarks like φ-mesons 
(strange - antistrange pair), Ξ hyperons (two strange 
quarks and one light quark) or Ω hyperons (three 
strange quarks) are produced in the high temperature 
and high density phase but may decouple soon from the 
fireball due to their low interaction cross sections with 
hadronic matter. Their yields, momentum and angular 
distributions may be affected by the conditions inside 
the reaction zone. 
In the final dilute stage of the collision the participant 
hadrons cease to interact and the abundance of the 
various particle species is frozen. The pion and kaon 
yields reflect the amount of entropy and strangeness 
created in the collision. A detailed experimental study of 
the correlations and fluctuations of the most abundant 
particles provides information on the bulk properties of 
the fireball. The collective motion of the emitted particles 
can be related to the compressibility of the hot and dense 
matter as described by its equation-of-state. In atomic 
matter, in the vicinity of the critical endpoint of a first 
order phase transition, a strong enhancement of density 
fluctuations occurs, causing critical opalescence. In the 
case of heavy-ion collisions, similar critical phenomena 
are expected, thus an enhancement of fluctuations of 
particle yields or of their mean transverse momentum at 
a given beam energy has been proposed as a signature 
for the critical endpoint. These dynamical, i.e. non-
statistical fluctuations have to be measured event-by-
event which requires a detector with a large acceptance 
and excellent particle identification capability. 
The observation of thermal radiation from the collision 
zone would give direct experimental access to the fireball 
temperature. However, these photons are notoriously 
difficult to extract from the measured photon spectrum 
which is dominated by decay photons. Recently, the 
analysis of two-photon correlations opened the possibility 
to disentangle photons from the dense and hot fireball 
and decay photons.
The CBM experimental program includes the 
investigation of nucleus-nucleus collisions at beam 
energies from about 10 GeV/u to 35 GeV/u for lead 
projectiles and up to 45 GeV/u for symmetric projectile 
nuclei (Z/A=0.5). The aim is to provide a comprehensive 
and precise data set based on the measurements 
of the observables mentioned above for a variety of 
projectile and target masses, beam energies, and impact 
parameters. Important for the interpretation of results 
of the heavy-ion collision experiments are comparisons 
to data obtained in proton-nucleus and proton-proton 
collisions. The FAIR accelerators deliver proton beams 
up to an energy of 90 GeV which permits investigations 
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of elementary processes like charm production in an 
energy range where no data exist. Nuclear reactions in 
the energy range from 2 to 10 GeV/u will be studied with 
an upgraded HADES spectrometer, which is currently 
being operated at the GSI SIS-18 accelerator.
3.4.3 The CBM Detector Concept
The CBM collaboration proposes to build a universal 
detection system in order to fully exploit the physics 
potential of nucleus-nucleus collisions at FAIR. The 
proposed detector will be capable of simultaneously 
measuring both, hadrons and leptons, over a large 
geometrical acceptance. A key feature of the apparatus 
will be its capability to perform high-rate measurements 
which are needed for the identification of rare probes, 
such as the D-meson and charmonium, in a large 
background of charged particles. The experimental 
setup will be operated at interaction rates of up to 107 
reactions per second with multiplicities of up to ~1000 
charged particles per central gold-gold collision. Such 
conditions require unprecedented detector performances 
in terms of read-out speed and radiation hardness.
A schematic view of the proposed CBM detector concept is 
shown in Fig. 3.5 together with the HADES spectrometer. 
In the present design, the STS consists of three planar 
layers of silicon-pixel detectors downstream from the 
target followed by four layers of micro-strip detectors 
which provide excellent tracking capabilities and 
secondary vertex reconstruction even in the anticipated 
high track density environment. The STS is located 
inside the large gap of the dipole magnet for momentum 
determination with a precision of better than 1%. The 
task of the RICH detector will be to identify electrons and 
to provide suppression of pions in the momentum range 
of electrons from low-mass vector-meson decays. The 
TRD detector will provide charged particle tracking and 
Figure 3.5: Schematic view of the Compressed Baryonic Matter (CBM) experiment planned at FAIR. The setup consists of a high resolu-
tion Silicon Tracking System (STS), a Ring Imaging Cherenkov detector (RICH), three stations of Transition Radiation Detectors (TRD), 
a time-of-flight (TOF) system made of Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC) and an Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL). The HADES spectro-
meter which will be used for experiments between 2 and 10 GeV/u beam energy, is located upstream the CMB target.
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the identification of high energy electrons and positrons. 
The technical task is to develop highly granular gaseous 
detectors operating at rates up to 100 kHz/cm2. At the 
same time, a pion rejection factor of several hundred 
at an electron detection efficiency of 90% should be 
achieved. Hadron identification will be performed using 
a TOF wall consisting of a RPC array. The key issues 
here are the high rate capability, low resistivity material, 
long-term stability and the realization of large arrays 
with overall excellent timing performance. The required 
time precision should be well below 100 picoseconds and 
the expected particle flux for the innermost part of the 
detector is up to 25 kHz/cm2. The ECAL will be used for 
the identification of electrons and photons. 
A particularly challenging aspect of CBM is the 
requirement for a high-speed data acquisition (DAQ) 
architecture and the appropriate trigger concept. The 
DAQ system has to provide the necessary bandwidth to 
process sufficient events for an efficient reconstruction 
of rare probes and should also permit a high degree of 
flexibility in order to be adjustable to the different physics 
needs of the experiment.
The CBM detector components are currently the object 
of intensive research and development activities carried 
out by different groups within the collaboration and 
achievable technical solutions have been proposed for 
all components.
3.4.4 Feasibility and Performance Studies
Detailed simulations concentrate on the optimization of 
the detector configuration in order to assure that the key 
observables are accessible with sufficient precision. The 
studies are based on efficient track- and vertex recon-
struction algorithms which take into account a realistic 
response of the Silicon detectors including possible event 
pile-up. One of the benchmark observables are the D-
mesons which will be identified via their hadronic decay 
into one or two pions and a kaon. This measurement 
poses a major challenge to the Silicon tracker and an 
online event selection: the decay vertex of the D-meson 
- which is displaced from the main vertex of the collision 
by several 10 µm - has to de determined with an accura-
cy of about 50 µm in order to suppress the overwhelming 
combinatorial background caused by pions and kaons 
directly emitted from the fireball. The simulations show 
that an event suppression factor of about 1000 can be 
achieved when using a thin and highly granulated ver-
tex pixel detector. This factor is sufficient for effectively 
triggering on D-meson candidates even in gold-on-gold 
collisions at reaction rates up to 10 MHz. 
Another key observable are short-lived vector-mesons 
which decay into lepton pairs with a branching ratio of 
10-4-10-5. The major challenge, both for the measurement 
and for the data analysis, is to suppress the physical 
background of electron-positron pairs from Dalitz decays 
and gamma conversion. According to simulations based 
on an optimized Silicon tracker configuration one expects 
a signal-to-combinatorial background ratio of about 0.5 
for ω- and φ-mesons in central gold-on-gold collisions 
at an energy of 25 GeV/u. This analysis requires a pion 
suppression factor of 104 which can be achieved by the 
combined performance of RICH and TRD.
The measurement of fluctuations and correlations 
requires a large detector acceptance with full azimuthal 
coverage, and excellent particle identification capabilities 
for a wide range of beam energies. Simulations 
demonstrate that the CBM setup permits to measure 
event-by-event dynamical fluctuations of the kaon-to-
pion ratio down to a level of 2%. 
The CBM Collaboration - which currently consists of 
about 350 scientists from more than 40 institutes and 15 
countries - will prepare Technical Design Reports for the 
different detector components until 2011, and will start 
with the experimental program in 2015. 
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FAIR will deliver very intense, bunched and highly 
focused heavy-ion beams of all ion species up to uranium. 
Such beams will deposit hundreds of kJ/g specific energy 
in solid matter that will induce exotic states of High-
Energy-Density (HED) in the material. A strong plasma 
physics community, comprising about 120 scientists and 
organized within the “High Energy Density generated 
Heavy-iOn Beams-Collaboration (HEDgeHOB)”, aims for 
utilizing the powerful ion beams from FAIR to carry out 
novel research into matter under extreme conditions 
of temperature and pressure; similar conditions are 
believed to prevail in the interiors of stars, brown dwarfs 
and giant planets. A second group comprising about 
60 scientists organised in the ‚Warm Dense Matter‘ 
(WDM) collaboration will focus on the optical properties 
of matter under these exotic conditions. This research 
will largely benefit from the availability of the kilojoule/
petawatt laser facility PHELIX, which is presently being 
set up at GSI.
3.5.1 Physics Motivation
In the environment that we are used to, matter occurs 
predominantly in the solid, liquid or gaseous phase. 
However, in the universe at large, the situation is quite 
different. The small fraction of visible matter exists 
predominantly either as hot dense plasma in the interior 
of stars or in stellar atmospheres, as medium- or low-
temperature dense plasma in the interior of large planets, 
or as hot plasma of very low density in interstellar space. 
In particular the regime of dense plasmas is so far 
only scarcely explored, since it is difficult to approach 
experimentally. This regime corresponds to states of 
matter at specific energies of larger than 105 J/cm3 or 
equivalent pressures of 1 Mbar and above, which are 
classified as High-Energy-Density (HED) matter. 
Intense heavy-ion beams provide an efficient tool to 
create large samples of HED matter (with volumes of 
the order of a few mm3 or even cm3 and lifetimes of the 
order of several ten’s of nanoseconds) by isochoric and 
uniform heating of solid matter. The uniform physical 
conditions and comparatively long life times facilitate 
application of a broad spectrum of the diagnostic tools 
for studying these HED states of matter. Already today 
GSI accelerators deliver the most intense heavy ion beam 
for plasma physics experiments. The beam parameters 
of the new FAIR facility outnumber the current status 
in many respects: The specific energy deposition, for 
example, will increase from 1 kJ/g, which is a typical 
value for current experiments, to about 600 J/g, and 
the specific power deposition from 1 gigawatt/g to 12 
terawatts/g. 
3.5.2 Research Program
The research program envisaged at FAIR will focus the 
equation of state of metals in so far unexplored regions 
of the phase diagram, the properties of compressed 
matter at medium temperatures, and related to these 
major goals, studies of the interaction of intense ion 
and laser radiation with heated and compressed matter, 
radiation hydrodynamics, magneto-hydrodynamics, 
etc. Two complementary experimental concepts are 
proposed by the HEDgeHOB collaboration (Fig. 3.6):
HIHEX (Heavy Ion Heating and Expansion): In the HIHEX 
experiment, a cylindrical or plane target is heated fast 
compared to the hydrodynamic expansion time. By 
such quasi-isochoric heating, high entropy states as 
well as high energy density states are generated. After 
heating, the sample isentropically expands and passes 
through the regions of interest in the phase diagram. 
The variability of the beam focus at the target allows 
for cylindrical and plane geometry. This allows in many 
cases to reduce the numerical description to a one 
dimensional problem.
LAPLAS (Laboratory Planetary Sciences): LAPLAS 
scenario makes use of cryogenic targets like solid 
hydrogen and other noble gases, confined by an outer 
cylinder of heavier material, such as lead or gold. The 
outside cylinder is heated by a beam with an annular 
focal spot. While the outer material is heated and 
subsequently expands, the inner cryogenic material  is 
not heated, stays cold and is compressed by the expansion 
process of the outer cylinder. This ensures compression 
of the investigated material at low entropy.
Figure 3.6: Experimental concepts and beam-target configura-
tions of the proposed HEDgeHOB experiments. HIHEX (Heavy 
Ion Heating and Expansion) experiments: to measure equation 
of state (EOS) data by quasi-isochoric heating and isentropic 
expansion. Shown is a cylindrical and planar target geome-
try. The beam comes from behind and heats the target mate-
rial (small orange cylinder or thin orange foil, respectively). 
LAPLAS (Laboratory Planetary Sciences): low-entropy cylindri-
cal compression of matter.
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The WDM-experiments intend to explore the radiative 
properties and related atomic physics issues of heavy 
ion beam generated dense strongly coupled plasmas. In 
order to confine targets even at longer pulse lengths while 
keeping them transparent for diagnostic purposes, WDM 
has proposed the dynamic confinement scheme where 
the expansion of the inner material can be counteracted 
by the expansion of the very thin outer transparent 
cylinder. The aim of this experimental scheme is to 
achieve isochoric heating of low-Z materials even for 
long pulses.
When the pulse lengths is sufficiently short, the radiative 
properties of Warm Dense Matter samples can be 
explored even without the confining outer shell.
X-ray Thomson scattering driven by the PHELIX laser 
is proposed to independently characterise the WDM 
samples and to benchmark the spectroscopically 
recorded radiation emission and related atomic physics 
in dense environments.
LAPLAS and HIHEX will use diagnostic tools such as 
Thomson scattering, x-ray backlighting and proton 
radiography to characterize the states which have 
been achieved. WDM will essentially employ spectrally 
resolved x-ray scattering diagnostics where the Petawatt 
High Energy Laser PHELIX will play a key role.
3.5.3 Instrumentation at FAIR
In order to exploit the accelerator facilities in the most 
optimal way, a dedicated experimental area has been 
specially designed for the Plasma Physics experiments 
at FAIR (Fig. 3.7). Two separate beam transport lines 
are coming from the SIS-100 synchrotron to the Plasma 
Physics  cave. The ion-optical characteristics of these 
beam lines are optimized for different experiments. The 
left beam line is designed for the HIHEX experiment 
and allows for extremely strong final beam focusing and 
non-linear beam shaping. This is needed for efficient 
heating of the samples in order to achieve high entropy 
states in matter. The beam-heated material can then 
expand isentropically reaching different interesting 
physical states that are to be investigated in the HIHEX 
experiment.
The second beam line is designed for the LAPLAS and 
WDM experiments. LAPLAS in addition need a hollow 
beam with a ring-shaped focal spot whereas WDM 
employs the much more simple usual Gaussian beam 
profile. Such a beam is generated by a high-frequency 
beam rotator (wobbler) which forces the beam to make 
about 10 full circles at the target within the beam 
pulse duration of 50 ns that is sufficient to achieve 
the necessary level of the irradiation symmetry and 
homogeneity. Using such a beam, the sample material 
like solid hydrogen, deuterium or water ice that is 
enclosed in a heavy cylindrical tamper shell can be 
strongly compressed while preserving low temperature. 
By such fairly ideal low-entropy cylindrical compression, 
one can reach the high pressure states that are the 
subject of the LAPLAS experiment. This beam line is also 
equipped with an elaborate cryogenic target preparation 
and handling system needed for both LAPLAS and WDM 
experiments. 
The high energy Petawatt PHELIX laser beam is requested 
for the HIHEX, LAPLAS target stations for diagnostics 
purposes. In addition, a 90º ion beam from the SIS-18 
synchrotron allows for high-resolution ion and proton 
radiography in the HIHEX experiment.
The high energy Petawatt PHELIX laser beam is also 
requested for the WDM target station, however, no SIS-
18 nor proton radiography are needed as they are not 
useful for the WDM research program.
Figure 3.7: Layout of the Plasma Physics experimental area 
at FAIR. The HIHEX (green) and LAPLAS/WDM (cyan) SIS-100 
beam lines are coming from the top of the picture. The dia-
gnostic SIS-18 beam line (red) and PHELIX laser beam line 
(blue) are shown as well. 
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FAIR promises the highest intensities for relativistic 
beams of stable and unstable heavy nuclei, combined 
with the strongest available electromagnetic fields, 
allowing extension of atomic spectroscopy and collision 
studies across virtually the full range of atomic matter. 
Moreover, the new facility will produce the highest flux 
of cooled antiprotons worldwide and will facilitate the 
creation of low-energy antiprotons at high intensities 
and brilliances to be used in a physics program including 
atomic collision studies and precision spectroscopy 
of antiprotonic atoms and of antihydrogen. Organized 
within the Stored Particle Atomic Physics Research 
Collaboration (SPARC) and the Facility for Low-energy 
Antiproton Ion Research Collaboration (FLAIR), a large 
community of around 350 scientists will exploit these 
new opportunities for a challenging program on atomic 
and fundamental physics research. 
3.6.1 Atomic Physics with Highly Charged Ions
The atomic physics program planned by the SPARC 
Collaboration will focus on to two major research 
themes, fundamental interactions between electrons and 
heavy nuclei (in particular the interactions described by 
Quantum Electrodynamics, QED) and collision dynamics 
in strong electromagnetic fields. Moreover, atomic 
physics techniques will be used to determine properties 
of stable and unstable nuclei and to perform tests on 
predictions of fundamental theories besides QED. 
The SPARC Collaboration plans essentially for the four 
classes of experimental studies: 
Highly relativistic heavy ions will be employed for 
a wide range of collision studies involving photons, 
electrons and atoms, exploiting the large Doppler boost 
and the rapidly varying fields in those reactions. An 
understanding of these collision phenomena is required 
for all lines of research in atomic physics, including the 
interaction in solids (material research) or in living cells 
(radiobiology), and also for accelerator technology. The 
Doppler boost will also allow completely new experiments 
using laser excitation.
High-energy beams will be utilized for achieving 
high stages of ionization up to bare uranium nuclei. 
Experiments will focus on structure and collision 
studies for these ion species, a field being still largely 
unexplored but intimately connected to astrophysics. It 
also facilitates precision investigations of bound state 
QED in extremely strong electromagnetic fields, e.g. for 
the ground-state of high-Z ions.
Fundamental atomic physics studies and model-
independent determination of nuclear quantities with 
stable as well as radioactive atoms in well-defined 
charge states will be performed, through the application 
of atomic physics methods. Important for this class of 
experiments will be the slowing-down, trapping and 
cooling of particles in the ion trap facility HITRAP, 
enabling high-accuracy experiments in the realm of 
atomic and nuclear physics (e.g. g-factor measurements 
in heavy hydrogen-like ions), or collision studies by use 
of highly charged ions at extremely low energy.
Low-energy beams of high Z few-electron ions will 
be employed for collisions characterized by very large 
Sommerfeld parameters q/v. In this domain of strong 
perturbations, the ionization mechanism is unclear. No 
perturbation theories are applicable and corresponding 
experiments will be best suited to test the predictive 
power of the most advanced ab initio theories.  
3.6.2 Instrumentation for SPARC
The experimental areas at the new facility provide a 
range of novel instrumentation for atomic and applied 
research:
The high-energy area for atomic physics will be sup-
plied by ion beams from both SIS18 and SIS300. SIS300 
will provide an unprecedented combination of high in-
tensities and acceleration of particles up to	γ	= 35. Ad-
ditionally, laser installations will be available; in particu-
lar, the high power PHELIX facility will allow the study 
of interactions of the most intense laser fields with heavy 
ions.
The NESR (compare Fig. 3.8) will be of particular 
relevance for the atomic physics program. Compared 
to all other heavy-ion storage rings either currently 
in operation or planned, the NESR will be the most 
flexible, providing the most intense beams available, 
including bare uranium. The intense beams of highly-
charged radioactive ions make novel experiments 
possible at the interface of atomic and nuclear physics. 
Moreover, new instrumentation will be available, such 
as an internal gas jet, an ultra-cold electron target, and 
electron bunches provided by the electron collider for 
interactions with collinear high-intensity laser pulses. 
The unprecedented resolution provided by the electron 
target will facilitate measurement of suitable line 
shapes, providing the opportunity to measure resonance 
profiles due to di-electronic recombination to a level 
where QED effects manifest in the observed line-shapes, 
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thereby providing a significant new test of dynamical 
QED. Products of interactions with the internal target 
can be detected by a suite of spectrometers including 
X-ray crystal spectrometers (3-120 keV energy range), 
low-temperature calorimeters, a Compton polarimeter, 
an electron spectrometer and an extended reaction 
microscope with many of the products being detected 
with almost 4π	acceptance. This facilitates a large range 
of new, kinematically complete collision experiments, as 
well as new tests of high field QED through spectroscopy 
of the subsequent transitions.
Low-Energy Cave and FLAIR Building The interaction 
of the highly charged ions, in the energy range of 130 
MeV/u to < 100 keV/u, with composite targets (molecules, 
clusters, nanostructures and solids) will be investigated, 
in the new Atomic Physics low-energy cave located in the 
FLAIR (Facility of Low-Energy Antiproton and Ion Re-
search) building. This experimental area will be served 
by the NESR. In the building, different installations (e.g. 
the Low-Energy Storage Ring LSR, the Ultra-low energy 
Storage Ring USR, and HITRAP) are located.  From the 
LSR the ions can be actively slowed down, even to rest 
using the trap facility HITRAP. The installations will be 
shared with the FLAIR collaboration (see below).
3.6.3 Physics with Low-Energy Antiprotons
The physics program envisaged with low-energy 
antiprotons covers a wide range of atomic, nuclear and 
particle physics 
Precision spectroscopy of antiprotonic atoms and 
antihydrogen for tests of fundamental interactions 
and symmetries is the main topic of current low-energy 
antiproton physics at the Antiproton Decelerator (AD) 
of CERN. Antihydrogen, the simplest form of neutral 
antimatter consisting of an antiproton and a positron, 
promises one of the most precise tests of CPT symmetry 
through precision laser and microwave spectroscopy 
and comparison to hydrogen, the experimentally best 
studied atom. In order to reach the ultimate precision it 
is necessary to trap the antihydrogen atoms in a neutral-
atom trap and to laser-cool them to submilli-Kelvin 
temperatures. These extremely difficult experimental 
techniques will need many more years of development 
and will dominate the antihydrogen physics program at 
FLAIR. With the availability of laser-cooled antihydrogen, 
for the first time experiments on the gravitational 
properties of antimatter will become possible. 
Interaction of antimatter with matter: exploring sub-
femtosecond correlated dynamics is another major 
program at FLAIR. Here, atomic collision processes 
like ionisation by ultra-low energy antiprotons will be 
investigated. Antiprotons are a unique probe for these 
processes since they do not undergo charge screening 
like protons. Experimental data are scarce so far due 
to the unavailability of high-quality antiproton beams 
at these energies, and theoretical predictions vary 
considerably. At energies below about 500 keV down to 1 
keV the interaction time between an antiproton passing 
atoms or molecules (70 attoseconds to 1 femtosecond) is 
comparable to the revolution time of outer-shell electrons 
injection
extraction
(to FLAIR)
electron cooler
electron
target
gas-jet
target
NESR
electron collider
Figure 3.8: The New Experimental Storage Ring NESR with its instrumentation for atomic physics experiments.
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in atoms or molecules. Moreover, the antiprotons’s 
electric field is so strong that any perturbative theoretical 
approach must fail. Therefore, slow antiprotons provide 
an unsurpassed, precise and unique tool to study many-
electron dynamics in the strongly correlated, non-linear, 
sub-femtosecond time regime, the most interesting 
and, at the same time, most challenging domain for 
theory. A novel electrostatic storage ring for low-energy 
antiprotons, improving the luminosity by several orders 
of magnitude, equipped with state-of-the art imaging 
momentum spectrometers to record, simultaneously 
,the vector momenta of several emitted electrons and 
ions (“Reaction Microscopes”), will allow for the first 
time detailed experimental studies in this regime.
Nuclear and particle physics with antiprotons is 
currently impossible because of the availability of only 
fast extracted antiprotons, i.e. pulsed beam at the AD. 
Already at LEAR, measurements of X-rays from light and 
heavy nuclei have been used to investigate the nucleon-
antinucleon interaction at threshold or the nuclear 
periphery. With the availability of unstable nuclei at 
FAIR, these techniques can be extended to investigate 
the structure of unstable nuclei with antiprotons. Other 
ideas include the production of strangeness -2 systems 
or the production of nuclear clusters containing two 
Kaons. For the latter, densities of 5-6 times normal 
nuclear density have been predicted, thus, reaching 
in the phase diagram of hadronic matter conditions 
where phase transitions to kaon condensation or colour 
superconductivity at low temperature may be possible.
3.6.4 The FLAIR Facility
To make use of the world wide highest flux of 
antiprotons, as available at FAIR, a next generation 
low-energy antiproton facility, a proposal was made 
for dedicated experimental area, the Facility for Low-
Energy Antiproton and Ion Research (FLAIR, see 
Fig 3.9); an important synergy comes from the fact that 
the components of FLAIR can be equally well used for 
highly charged ions. To extend the performance over 
the existing facility one has to produce cooled beams 
of antiprotons down to energies well below 100 keV so 
that they can be efficiently captured in charged-particle 
traps or stopped in low-density gas. Furthermore, also 
continuous beam will be available for nuclear and 
particle physics type experiments.
The key instruments to achieve this are two storage 
rings, the Low-energy Storage Ring (LSR, 30 MeV-300 
keV)  followed by the Ultra-low energy Storage Ring 
(USR, 300 keV-20 keV) and the HITRAP facility. The LSR 
is the essential instrument of FLAIR, taking beams of 
30 MeV antiprotons decelerating them to 300 keV. The 
best choice for LSR is the already existing CRYRING at 
the Manne Siegbahn Laboratory in Stockholm, which 
could be adapted for the new requirements (high-
energy injection, extraction, fast deceleration) by the 
MSL team. 
The USR, a challenging new development of a decelerating 
electrostatic storage ring under way at the Max-Planck-
Institute for Nuclear Research in Heidelberg, can be both 
used for previously mentioned in-ring experiments with 
a reaction microscope or to extract ultra-low energy 
antiprotons into experimental areas. 
A second possibility to obtain such low-energy antiprotons 
will be the capture, cooling, and extraction from HITRAP. 
Several experimental areas are foreseen both behind 
the USR and behind HITRAP for experiments at lowest 
antiproton energies. 
Three more areas are foreseen that partly receive also 
higher-energy beams directly from the NESR. In the low-
energy cave, in addition to studies with highly charged 
ions, ultra-low energy antiprotons extracted from 
HITRAP will be available.
Higher energy antiproton beams ( E pbar < 300 MeV) will 
be available in two areas for nuclear and particle physics 
experiments and the study of medical applications.
beam from 
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Figure 3.9: Layout of FLAIR
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The FAIR synchrotrons SIS18 and SIS100 also offer new 
opportunities for radiobiology and materials research. 
To make use of the heavy-ion beams provided by SIS18 
or SIS100, a dedicated multi-purpose irradiation facility 
(BIOMAT) will be installed at the high-energy beamline. 
It will be equipped with a magnetic scanner system, 
flexible irradiation set-ups and instrumentation for in-
situ diagnostics of irradiated samples.
3.7.1 Science Case
The biophysics research program will focus on space 
radiation effects. Radiation represents a significant 
hazard in all space explorations, especially outside the 
protective shield of the Earth.s magnetic field. Solar and 
galactic particle radiation consists primarily of protons 
and helium ions, but the relatively small number of 
heavier ions in the galactic cosmic radiation (GCR) can 
significantly contribute to radiation dose due to their high 
ionization energy loss. In humans, genetic alterations, 
cancer, and cataracts may already be induced by low 
levels of radiation. 
There is also the potential for damage to space 
instrumentation, as the high charge locally deposited by 
energetic heavy ions can produce changes in computer 
chips and other electronic devices; frequently observed 
changes of the status of memory units are a prominent 
example. Since shielding is difficult and costly in space, 
the effects of the cosmic radiation should be known as 
accurately as possible in order to optimize the shielding 
measures and to exploit the shielding properties of 
materials used for other purposes, such as the spacecraft 
hull, internal equipment, fuel and supplies.
The materials research will primarily focus on: 
(i) heavy-ion induced modifications of solids that are 
exposed to extremely high pressures: to achieve this, 
the samples must be enclosed in a high pressure anvil 
cell. In order to irradiate pressurized samples with ions, 
the beam energy has to be sufficiently high to penetrate 
through one of the anvils of thickness in the range of 
mm to cm. When entering the solid, the projectiles 
deposit an enormous amount of energy within a very 
short time and in a very small volume (corresponding 
to very high power densities) and trigger many different 
processes including phase transitions, thermal spikes 
and pressure waves. Such processes may have direct 
implications in the field of geosciences with respect to 
geological formation and radioactive decay processes in 
the crust and upper mantle of the Earth; 
(ii) analysis of material modifications induced by 
relativistic heavy ions: this concerns both short-time 
processes stimulated by the projectiles and final 
modifications of structure and other characteristics of the 
material. The signature of short-time processes comprises 
the emission of various particles such as electrons, ions, 
atoms, and molecules, and of electromagnetic radiation 
(such as X-rays and Cerenkov light). Their properties as 
for example intensity, energy, development in time, and 
Figure 3.10: Layout of the high energy cave for SPARC and BIOMAT experiments.
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spatial distribution, provide valuable insight in track 
formation processes. Furthermore, short and intense 
ion pulses are expected to stimulate new processes not 
observable under standard irradiation conditions;
(iii) radiation hardness of materials: studies in this 
direction aim for investigating the stability and specific 
modifications of different materials exposed to particle 
beams of high energy and intensity. This will for example 
allow us to test insulating materials exposed to high-
dose environments or to select materials with the most 
favorable radiation shielding properties.
3.7.2 The BIOMAT Irradiation Facility
The BIOMAT facility will be located in the High-Energy 
Cave (Fig. 3.10), which is shared with the SPARC 
Collaboration. A key issue for the planned BIOMAT 
facility is setting up most flexible target stations and 
providing access to a wide range of different beam 
parameters (such as kinetic energies, ion charge states 
etc). The High-Energy Cave will thus be connected to 
both the SIS18 and the SIS100 synchrotron. To allow 
high-quality irradiations of larger sample areas, a 
magnetic beam scanner will be installed. Additionally, 
a passive scattering system will be provided. The main 
target station will comprise various flexible set-ups such 
as a remote controlled moving belt for positioning of 
smaller samples and larger devices (e.g. detectors, space 
devices) together with a robotic system for automatic 
handling of biological samples. Irradiation experiments 
on samples exposed to extreme pressure conditions will 
be performed in a high-pressure device equipped with a 
large-volume multi-anvil cell. Finally, for basic studies 
allowing in-situ und on-line monitoring of ion induced 
processes, a multi-purpose UHV-chamber is planned. 
An additional target set-up in close vicinity of the 
beam dump will allow experiments with extreme beam 
conditions with respect to flux and beam energy.
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At the current point in time it is very difficult to propose 
a strategy for offline computing at FAIR. The input from 
the experiments is in constant flux, and even the border 
between online and offline is not yet exactly defined and 
may change. On the other hand, the basic technology of 
computing, hardware and software is in a continuous 
state of evolution and even with exact input numbers 
from the experiments it would therefore be too early to 
recommend a computing model.
From a computing resources point of view the two most 
demanding FAIR experiments, CBM and PANDA, have 
similar requirements as LHC experiments in terms of 
data acquisition rates. In that respect CBM is comparable 
to Alice, PANDA to the proton-proton experiments 
ATLAS or CMS. Therefore FAIR computing is expected 
to be in the same order of magnitude as LHC computing. 
But since the first year with all experiments at nominal 
data rate is 2015, the complexity and the cost are greatly 
reduced due to the later startup. 
Following the example of the LHC computing project and 
taking into account the reduced complexity of the overall 
data flow and computation needs (although in specific 
areas, such as the CBM experiment, comparable or even 
higher requirements than for one of the LHC experiments 
may be necessary), it seems reasonable to organize a 
computing review in 2008, to estimate the detailed 
storage, management, simulation, reconstruction and 
analysis of the data for all FAIR experiments. Based on 
these results, and the experience of the then running 
LHC experiments, a plan for building up the FAIR 
computing facility should be developed in 2009. Each 
experiment should have prepared a computing TDR two 
years before the first beam.
The approach of a late decision on the specific 
technologies and methods in a rapidly developing field 
such as IT seems reasonable. Nevertheless, it is also 
mandatory to obtain for resource planning purposes an 
estimate of the costs expected for this activity already 
now at the outset of the construction of FAIR. This request 
was also made with emphasis by the FAIR International 
Steering Committee.
In order to estimate the computing resources required 
for FAIR the numbers from the LHC experiments were 
scaled accordingly. The first standard data taking year 
for PANDA will be 2014. It will have approximately 
the same computing requirements as one of the 
proton-proton experiments of LHC in 2008 (about the 
same recording rate and half a year beam time). The 
first standard data taking year for CBM will be 2015. 
The data rate is similar to ALICE, but three month of 
beam time per year is anticipated. ALICE will run only 
one month per year in heavy ion mode. Therefore the 
estimate of the needed CBM resources in 2015 is twice 
as large as ALICE in 2008; in 2014 CBM will need about 
half of that. To take the other FAIR experiments into 
account, we assume that together they need about 1/3 of 
the combined computing power of PANDA and CBM.
It was estimated that in the year 2014 about 108 SpecInt 
2000 will be required, which will be ca. 1200 CPUs. 
Additionally 37 Petabyte of disk space and 33 Petabyte of 
tertiary storage will be needed. The tertiary storage will 
have to grow by the same amount during every year of 
operation. Computers and disks will have to be replaced 
every three years on average. The enhanced capabilities 
and performance of the replacement should account for 
the expected increase of computing needs. 
Based on these estimates a ramp-up scenario from 2006 
to 2014 can be set up. With an initial start of about 
0.2% of the final capacity and doubling of the overall 
computing resources approximately every year the final 
configuration can be reached. Due to the Moore factor of 
about 1.45 this leads to a budget profile which requires 
a factor of 1.45 increase per year on average (see Table 
3.2). The resulting annual performance seems to be 
in line with the simulation needs of the experiments, 
but must of course be fine tuned on a year to year 
basis. The gradual ramp-up of the resources is as well 
important for the IT department, to learn to cope with 
the growing complexity of the computing environment. 
The needed manpower to operate the IT department has 
been included in the section on operating costs (section 
7.11).
3.8 Offline Computing for FAIR Experiments
2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Sum
CPU (rackmounted) [k€] 178 205 339 644 740 1039 2130 2448 7723
Disks (RAID) [k€] 110 126 209 397 456 641 1314 1216 4469
Archive (Tape) [k€] 99 135 186 321 444 612 1056 1455 4308
Sum 387 466 734 1362 1640 2292 4500 5119 16500
Table 3.2: Initial estimate of the needed investment cost to build-up the required computing infrastructure for FAIR.
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The FAIR complex will be constructed to the east of the 
existing GSI facility. The project will use the existing 
accelerator as an injector. The ring tunnel will be built 
in a cut and cover method and will be filled with about 
10 m overlay of compacted soil. This conforms to the 
requirements from radiation safety. The method for 
constructing the ring tunnel takes into account the 
findings in geodetics and hydrogeology. 
The removed soil will be recycled for shielding purposes 
and for terrain modelling of the new facility. This 
includes the necessary shielding for radiation safety. 
Three buildings located symmetrically will contain 
the access and supply labyrinths around the large 
synchrotron tunnel.
All other buildings will be arranged south of the large 
ring tunnel. Due to the large floor space involved, 
above-ground solution is considered because it is 
more economical. Construction of the above-ground 
buildings will require clearing of at most 14 hectares 
of forest that will be recultivated or be compensated 
for at other locations. Several topology versions were 
studied and the corresponding ion optics computed, 
analyzed and evaluated. Relevant aspects concerning 
the accelerators, experiments, safety and last but not 
least civil engineering have been taken into account. 
For civil engineering, a number of factors had to 
be taken into consideration. Legal and regulatory 
procedures for construction planning needed to focus on 
procedural steps, development plan authorization and 
environmental impact studies. This process was carried 
out with the help of consulting companies in close 
collaboration with the local city and state authorities. 
Planning included the regional and commercial 
Development Plan and nature compensation measures 
(revegetation / reforestation). Civil engineering in FAIR 
covers the supply systems and installations, electric 
power supply system, crane facilities and the building 
constructions.
The topology of the facility was adapted (up to June 
2006) to information from the planned experiments. 
Particularly the beam lines had to be changed to meet 
the new requirements, in some cases new structures 
were added. Existing buildings will be used to house 
FAIR facilities such as cryogenics, testing, storage and 
clearance area etc. All buildings and structures were 
further specified in more detail by the users. New building 
plans for each building were drawn. The accesses to 
the buildings, such as gateways, labyrinth passages, 
elevators, normal doors, are described in Volume 6 of 
this Baseline Technical Report. The civil engineering 
group consulted with the radio-protection group of GSI 
in matters of shielding. 
The legal and regulatory procedure for the development 
plan (Bebauungsplanverfahren) has been successfully 
completed. Corresponding statutory decisions were 
taken by the town governmental authorities required 
for approval: Darmstadt City Council on February 14, 
2006 and the regional authority of the State of Hessen 
(Regierungspräsidium Darmstadt/Südhessen) on 
May 12, 2005. The complex procedure started in May 
2003 and could be settled within less than 3 years. This 
was a major step towards preparing the actual civil 
construction of the FAIR project.
The site covered by the building development plan is 
shown in Fig. 4.1 together with the civil construction 
planning for the FAIR facility.
4. Civil Engineering 
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Figure 4.1: Site map of the future FAIR research facility. The existing GSI facility is shown in gray. UNILAC and SIS18 (red) inject into 
the new FAIR accelerator facility (blue) with the SIS100/300 synchrotron and the adjacent storage rings and experimental stations. The 
buildings housing the storage rings and experiments are shown in yellow. The dashed red line indicates the valid area of the develop-
ment plan, the dashed blue line is the boundary line of building construction. 
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Radiation safety aspects had a major impact on civil 
construction planning for the FAIR facility, due to the 
shielding measures that are to be taken for operating the 
accelerators and experiments. Furthermore, the technical 
control-interlock-system as well as the organizational 
structure concerning safety aspects at FAIR is largely 
determined by the guidelines for radiation safety.
5.1 Radiation Safety Requirements
In the following the focus is on shielding aspects 
and radiation protection measures arising from the 
emission of radio-nuclides. For other issues, such as the 
technical control-interlock-system, radiation surveys, 
organizational issues, see Volume 6 of this Baseline 
Technical Report.
The FAIR Facilities must meet the conditions stipulated 
by the German radiation protection legislation: 
(i) Radiation emerging directly from the facility must 
 not exceed a level of 0.7 to 1 mSv per year (8760 h). 
(ii) Radiation exposure by the emission of radio- 
 nuclides must not exceed a level of 0.3 mSv per 
 year.  
(iii) The sum of i. and ii. must be below 1 mSv (§46 
 StrlSchV, the German radiation protection 
 ordinance).   
(iv) The radiation exposure (outside the radiation 
 controlled areas) must not exceed a level of 6 mSv 
 per year (2000 h) on the institute premises and of 
 1 mSv/a outside the premises. 
Based on the layout presented in the Conceptual Report, 
a preliminary application for construction and operation 
of the FAIR facility was sent to the Hessian Ministry for 
Environment (HMULV) in Wiesbaden in early 2003, in 
compliance with § 11 and 13 of the German radiation 
protection ordinance. In December 2003, HMULV 
communicated a provisional decision to GSI with the 
conclusion that from the material submitted ‘FAIR 
will comply with the stipulations of German Radiation 
Protection Law’. 
The provisional decision did not include the permission 
for the construction and operation of FAIR. This 
permission has to be applied for each single accelerator 
and experimental subproject. The application procedure 
requires an expert’s evaluation for each of those sections. 
Based on the expert’s report,  the HMULV formulates 
a permission for the section under consideration, or 
additional safety requirements may be requested.
5. Radiation Safety Aspects
Figure 5.1: Dose pattern for the CBM Cave calculated under the conditions: a gold beam enters from below with energy 30 GeV/u and an 
intensity of 109 ions per second and hits a target causing an interacting rate of 1% of the primary beam and a deposition of 99% of the 
beam in a dump area behind the experimental cave (not shown). The black outline shows the contour of the concrete shielding.
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5.2 The Radiation Shielding Plan for FAIR
The radiation shielding plan for FAIR is based on detailed 
calculations of the production, transport and attenuation 
of radiation at the various components of the FAIR 
facility. Basically two approaches were pursued:
• the Moyer- or line-of-sight model (inverse square law 
 and an exponential decrease of the dose in the 
 shielding material); this method is less accurate 
 but most efficient for simple geometries - like bulk 
 shielding.
• Monte Carlo techniques to simulate the generation 
 of radiation and the transport through the shielding; 
 this method is more precise and well-suited for 
 complex geometries e.g. in experimental stations. 
As an example, Fig. 5.1 shows the shielding design 
for the experimental cave for the Condensed Baryonic 
Matter (CBM) experiment which was developed using 
the radiation transport code FLUKA (www.fluka.
org). The results shown refer to a gold beam with 
30 GeV/u, an intensity of 109 ions per second, a target 
causing an interacting rate of 1% of the primary beam 
and a deposition of 99% of the beam in a dump area 
behind the experimental cave. The concrete shielding 
was designed to ensure a radiation level lower than 3 
µSv/h (computation has a dose level of 0.5 µSv/h outside 
the cave). 
Another example is the shielding of the underground 
SIS100/300 tunnel. The tunnel itself consists of concrete 
walls with a thickness of 1.5 m. The walls, together with 
the soil layer of 9.5 m thickness attenuate the radiation 
down to the required level of 80 nSv/h (=0.7 mSv/8760 h). 
Fig. 5.2 shows the results for a uranium beam (1.5 GeV/
u) with a total loss rate of 1011 ions/sec. 
5.3 Radiation Protection Concerning the Emission of Radio-
Nuclides
The operation of FAIR may not cause emission of radio-
nuclides into the environment. Two radiological paths 
are to be considered, activation of air and of soil (ground 
water),  respectively. Activation of air occurs mainly in the 
target areas of FAIR and in the tunnel of SIS 100/300. It can 
effect the emission of radio-nuclides (e.g. 11-C; 32,33-P; 
7-Be; 38,39-Cl) which gives source terms for radiation 
exposure mainly by incorporation (respiration), by 
gamma submersion and by the deposition of radio-
nuclides in the surrounding farmland and consequently 
the potential insertion of these in the food chain. 
Furthermore, activation of soil and ground water can 
cause an exposure by ingestion of drinking water 
(radio-nuclides 3-H; 7-Be; 22-Na; 45-Ca). The radiation 
exposure by all these radiological paths has to be limited 
according to §46, 47 of the radiation protection ordinance 
(StrlSchV) to 0.3 mSv effective dose per year.
Model calculations were applied using FLUKA. The 
radio-nuclide production in air was calculated and 
their transport in air was computed by the use of the 
simulation program BSAVVL (www.brenk.com). The 
latter was developed in accordance with the guidelines 
of the AVV (German administrative regulation for 
dose assessment for radio-nuclide emission of nuclear 
installations). As a result of these simulations, it was 
deemed necessary to install retention systems for the 
aerosol-borne radioactivity to reduce the emission of the 
air-borne radioactivity.
With respect to radiation exposure by ingestion of 
drinking water (caused by radio-nuclide transport via 
groundwater) it was found that the solubility of the 
radio-nuclides in question is too low to cause a problem. 
The limits set by the radiation protection ordinance 
(§ 47 StrlSchV) will, therefore, be clearly met. 
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Figure 5.2: Dose pattern in the SIS100/300 tunnel. The dose rate at ground level must stay below 0.08 µSv/h. The calculation are based 
on the assumption that up to 1011 uranium atoms are lost every second and are resulting in a requested shielding of 1.5 m of concrete 
and 9.5 m of soil.
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For the preparatory phase of FAIR, a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MoU) has been signed by representatives 
of 13 countries. The MoU provides the basis for the 
international co-operation during the period 2004 to 
2006. All preparatory activities during that phase 
were coordinated by the FAIR International Steering 
Committee (ISC), which consists of one representative 
of each of the signatories of the MoU. The ISC agreed 
that a set of documents should be provided by spring 
2006, on scientific-technical issues on the one hand and 
administrative-financial issues on the other, in order to 
come to a decision on the construction and operation of 
FAIR in an international context. This Baseline Technical 
Report is a central part of those documents. 
6.1 International Steering Committee (ISC) 
Based on the initiative of the Federal Ministry for 
Education and Research (BMBF), an international 
steering committee was established in February 2004. 
The mandate of the ISC is to coordinate and to accom-
pany the preparatory phase of the FAIR project in all 
scientific-technical and administrative-financial issues 
(Fig. 6.1). 
The ISC is made up of representatives from ministries and 
funding agencies of, so far, 13 partner countries: China, 
Finland, France, Germany, Greece, India, Italy, Poland, 
Romania, Russia, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom. 
These countries have signed the FAIR Memorandum 
of Understanding, thereby expressing their intention 
to contribute to the construction of FAIR and to co-
operate during the preparatory phase. Representatives 
from Austria, Hungary, USA and from the European 
Commission take part in the ISC meetings as observers. 
The ISC has formed two working groups: the working 
group for scientific and technical issues (STI) and the 
working group for administrative and funding issues 
(AFI). (For current membership of the ISC, STI and AFI 
see the Appendix.)
6.2 Working Group on Scientific and Technical Issues (STI) 
The mandate of STI is to evaluate and define the 
scientific program planned at FAIR as well as the layout 
and technical design of the facility. 
Specifically, the mandate of the STI working group 
includes:
•	 Definition of the scientific program (base program 
 plus options) at FAIR and selection of the respective 
 experiments; 
6. Organisation of FAIR as International Project
Figure 6.1: The current international committee structure for the FAIR project.
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•	 Definition of the layout and technical design of 
 FAIR; 
•	 Evaluation of costs for constructing and operating 
 the FAIR facility (accelerators, civil construction and 
 experiments) 
•	 Definition of a time schedule for constructing, 
 commissioning, and starting the experimental 
 programs at the FAIR facility 
•	 Preparation of documents regarding the above 
 issues
STI has formed three Program Advisory Committees 
(PACs) for the scientific areas: QCD & hadronic matter 
physics (PAC QCD); nuclear structure and astrophysics 
(PAC NUSTAR); atomic physics, plasma physics and 
applied research (PAC APPA) as well as a Technical 
Advisory Committee (TAC) for accelerator issues. Besides 
the TAC, a number of mini-TACs have been formed to 
study in detail specific accelerator aspects. Moreover, 
two working groups have been formed to evaluate the 
cost estimates and potential risks with respect to the 
proposed accelerators (Cost Review A) and experiments 
(Cost Review E). (The membership in these sub working 
groups is listed in the Appendix.)
Status Report of the STI-Activites (September 2006):
Definition of the scientific pogram: The research 
programs outlined in the CDR were solicited and 
developed further within the framework of a call for 
Letters of Intent (LoIs) in spring 2004, a LoI evaluation 
by the PACs during summer 2004, and a subsequent 
call for Technical Proposals in January 2005. The latter 
were evaluated during the period March 2005 - June 
2005. Based on the recommendations by the PACs, STI 
defined in September 2005 which experiments should 
be included in the Core Facility and be funded during 
the construction period of FAIR. The list is given in 
Table 6.1.
The Volumes of the present Baseline Technical Report 
which deal with experimental facilities (Vols 3A, 3B, 4, 
and 5) have been worked out incorporating the findings 
of the evaluation of the Letters of Intent and the Technical 
Proposals by PAC and STI. 
Definition of the layout and technical design of FAIR: 
Parallel to the Technical Proposals submitted by the 
experimental collaborations, a Technical Report (TR) 
was prepared for the accelerator part of the FAIR  facility. 
Compared to the original CDR, this TR already contained 
substantial extensions such as SIS300 instead of SIS200 
and operational considerations, like adding an RESR to 
the accelerator complex, thus taking away from the NESR 
the double load of heavy-ion experiments and cooling 
of antiprotons. During 2005, the TR was thoroughly 
scrutinized by the TAC. Special classes of items, which 
will account for considerable parts of the budget, were 
reviewed by dedicated mini-TACs in order to ensure 
the best possible value-for-money ratio without losing 
physics performance. This included taking into account 
buildings, tunnels, and radiation protection measures. 
The Cost Review group A (CORE-A) was closely involved 
in this process, and joint meetings of CORE-A and TAC 
took place. As a result of this evaluation process, several 
parts of the Technical Report, including the topological 
layout of the whole facility and the specification of some 
of the rings were considerably reworked. The Baseline-
Technical Report contains the optimized topology for the 
accelerator facility (see Volume 2).
Cost review of the experimental facilities by CORE-E: 
After the presentation of the Technical Proposals by the 
experimental collaborations and their evaluation by the 
PACs in spring 2005, CORE-E scrutinized the costs of 
most experiments during summer 2005. Corrections of 
the estimated construction costs were made in several 
cases and are included in the costs specified in the cost 
book for the experiments. The cost evaluation was done 
according to the following “Terms of Reference:”
1. CORE-E reviewed the cost estimates for the 
 experiments at the FAIR facility in Darmstadt and 
 assessed the manpower requirements for the 
 construction of the experiments. CORE-E was not 
 concerned with funding.  
2. The experiments were in an early stage of design 
 with correspondingly large uncertainties in the de- 
 tector configuration. Cost estimates were therefore 
 based on a model design. A major issue of the 
 evaluation was the task to search for forgotten items 
 which could turn out to be costly.  
3. It was assumed that the experimental areas will come 
 equipped with power, air conditioning, cranes, 
 cooling water, liquid helium transfer lines, general 
 fire safety and shielding against the machines. 
 The experiments have to provide, and are responsible 
 for, all connections from the “wall” of the experiment 
 hall or cave to the experiment.  
4. The experiments have to allocate funds for crane 
 operators, local cooling, rails and handling tools for 
 heavy equipment, local safety (flammable gases, fire 
 protection for electronic racks), local shielding.  
5. Experiment-specific modifications to the basic 
 machines will be costed as part of the experiment. 
 Beam pipes through the experiment are an 
 example.
These Terms of Reference are analogous to similar rules 
for the LHC at CERN. 
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The cost estimates should include or consider:
• material cost  
• engineering design  
• construction  
• commissioning  
• electronics and DAQ  
• number of spares  
• cost for prototyping and tests  
• calibration, if extra money is requested for e.g. a test 
 beam set up  
• safety (flammable gases, fire protection in electronic 
 racks)  
• installation including transport and survey.
In addition following considerations should apply:
• institutional manpower is not costed, the manpower 
 in man years associated with each project should, 
 however, be given  
• cost for hired manpower  
• R & D is often financed from budgets, which are 
 separated from the experiment cost. These costs 
 should not be included. If R & D money has to come 
 out of the experiment’s budget, it must be included 
 in the costing.  
• normally the infrastructure at the participating 
 institutes comes free of charge. If, however, major 
 installations for tests or assembly have to be paid by 
 the collaboration, this money may be included. 
• a first guess for the maintenance and operation cost 
 should be given
All the conditional costs just described must be approved 
by the Experiment Board.
CORE-E made an attempt to estimate possible risks 
in costing the experiments and has assigned an 
uncertainty to each experiment. These estimates are 
very rough and ad hoc. They are based on previous 
experience, in particular from the LHC experiments at 
CERN and other recently built facilities. They should 
only be used as a guideline and it should be kept in 
mind that the experiments are at an early stage. This 
applies in particular to the risk estimates related to 
lacking manpower. Here it is assumed that at least 
some of the lacking manpower will become available, 
thus, optimistic assumptions have been made. However, 
as the collaborating institutes are mainly university 
groups, much of the manpower might be acquired cost 
effectively, e.g. as graduate students. 
Cost review of accelerator facility and buildings by 
CORE-A: During summer and autumn 2005, CORE-A 
scrutinized the costs specified in the Technical Report 
for the accelerator facility in close cooperation with 
STI, TAC and the mini-TACs. The goal was to establish 
a reliable cost estimate within a reasonable planning for 
the facility leading to the best possible value-for-money 
solution. The costs specified for the accelerator facility 
are the result of this process. 
In order to carry out a thorough and efficient review, 
CORE-A chose to analyse the FAIR Project costs in 
terms of the different types of components (e.g. warm 
magnets, superconducting magnets, vacuum, radio-
frequency components, controls, etc.) rather than on an 
accelerator-by-accelerator basis. A major issue of the 
CORE-A evaluation was the search for forgotten items. 
For some elements vendor quotations or catalogue 
prices are available. Many other cost estimates are 
based on previous experience with the construction of 
accelerators at GSI and elsewhere.  While the cost of large 
systems similar to existing ones can be determined with 
good accuracy, the costs for very advanced components 
which have never been built before and for components 
produced in small numbers are much less certain. This 
is indicated in the uncertainty margins. 
CORE-A strongly recommends that a policy be defined 
for the purchase of spares and risk management which 
is consistent with an efficient operation of the FAIR 
facilities.
Both cost reviews performed by CORE-E and CORE-A 
followed certain rules defined by a different working 
group on full costing issues (FCI) and agreed upon by 
both AFI and STI (see 6.3). The costs specified in this 
Baseline Technical Report were estimated employing 
those rules. 
6.3 Working Group on Administrative and Funding Issues 
(AFI)
The mandate of the AFI working group is:
•	 to investigate (and propose to the ISC-FAIR) possible 
 legal structures for the construction and operation 
 of FAIR. For the preparation of a convention and the 
 corresponding articles of association for such a legal 
 structure, AFI has formed a working group on legal 
 frame issues (AFI-LFI);
•	 to prepare a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) 
 as a formal basis for cooperation during the prepa- 
 ratory phase until (legal) contracts between the FAIR 
 partners will be made. As mentioned above, this 
 MoU has been signed by 13 countries so far (see 
 also Appendix);
•	 to prepare model contracts for contributions to be 
 made by the partner countries for the construction of 
 FAIR; in that connection a further working group on 
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 full costing issues has been formed (AFI-FCI); its task 
 is to prepare a general costing scheme on how to 
 account costs for construction, operation, and 
 personnel  and how to take into account additional 
 costs due to indexation, management, controlling, 
 etc.
The membership of the AFI-LCI and the AFI-FCI working 
groups is listed in the Appendix.
Status Report of the AFI-Activities (September 2006)
Legal Structure of FAIR: AFI and the AFI subgroups 
have worked out all necessary documents for the legal 
establishment of FAIR. This includes also a Governance 
model which will serve as the basis for the organization 
and execution of the FAIR Project. Major features will 
be:
Experiment PAC Base 
Program
Core 
Facility
Comments
R3B NUSTAR yes yes  Only phase one is accepted
HISPEC/DESPEC NUSTAR yes yes  
ILIMA NUSTAR yes yes  
LASPEC NUSTAR yes yes  
MATS NUSTAR yes yes  
AIC NUSTAR no no open scientific and  technical issues
ELISe NUSTAR yes yes  
EXL NUSTAR yes yes  
NCAP NUSTAR no no request only  beam-time
EXO-pbar NUSTAR no no  
PANDA QCD yes yes  
CBM QCD yes yes  
PAX QCD no no Strong scientific merit; could become part of core 
facility
ASSIA QCD no no Consider joining PAX
HEDgeHOB/WDM APPA yes yes should merge under one umbrella
FLAIR APPA no yes not part of the initial CDR
SPARC APPA yes yes  
BIOMAT APPA yes yes  
Table 6.1: STI recommendations on experiments based on PAC findings. "PAC" indicates the respective Program Advisory Committee; 
"Base Program" means whether the experiment had been part of the original CDR, and "Core Facility" points out whether the experi-
ment should be included into the FAIR construction and correspondingly funded.
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• The FAIR Convention as an international treaty 
  governed by international public law,
• The FAIR Final Act as governmental agreement, 
 allowing start up of FAIR prior to ratification of the 
 Convention,
• The Articles of Association of FAIR GmbH, governed 
 by German private law, serving as statutes of FAIR 
 GmbH,
• A set of by-laws regulating the internal relationship 
 between FAIR GmbH shareholders and basic 
 principles of FAIR GmbH, such as staff rules, financial 
 rules including purchasing rules and rules of 
 procedures of different organs and committees.
• The definition of the relationship and cooperation 
 between FAIR GmbH and GSI mbH (business 
 management contract).
Details have to be negotiated between the partner 
countries which is not an integral part of this Baseline 
Technical Report. We will therefore confine ourselves 
in the following to a brief outline of the present 
considerations regarding this issue. The legal framework 
will be the FAIR Convention, signed by all participating 
member states. The Convention as an international 
treaty contains in particular basic principles on the 
governance structure (foundation of FAIR GmbH), the 
commitment to support the FAIR GmbH shareholders 
and the definition of the costs and contributions.
FAIR will be organized as a Limited Liability Company 
according to German Law (GmbH, “Gesellschaft 
mit beschränkter Haftung, www.gmbh-gesetz.de). 
Shareholders are to be nominated by the Contracting 
Parties of the Convention under which FAIR GmbH will 
be set up. 
The FAIR Convention shall be valid for an initial 
time of ten years of operation after completion of the 
construction phase. The company will have as organs 
the shareholders’ assembly, termed Council, and the 
Managing Directors. The Managing Directors report to 
the Council. 
The share capital of the FAIR GmbH will be 25,000 €, 
consisting of 500 shares worth 50 € each. It is intended 
that each shareholder holds a minimum of five shares. 
The relation of shares in the share capital will be linked 
to the shareholders' contributions towards the cost for 
construction and operation. For the construction of 
specific FAIR parts, the FAIR GmbH will close contracts 
with the collaborating institutions, be they in-kind 
contribution or services.
Relation between FAIR GmbH and GSI mbH: For the 
construction and operation of FAIR, FAIR GmbH will 
cooperate closely with GSI on a contractual basis as with 
all other participating institutions. In this way, optimal use 
shall be made of the know-how and experience existing 
at GSI. Dual structures with respect to FAIR GmbH and 
GSI mbH are to be avoided, and tasks between both 
companies are to be defined clearly. An attractive legal 
frame could be the conclusion of a contract for services, 
in the sense of a business management contract, under 
which GSI mbH would act for FAIR GmbH by virtue of 
general power of attorney granted to it. This would 
also allow adopting permits already obtained by GSI 
for planning, construction, and safety issues and would 
permit the beginning of construction without undue 
delay. 
Further details will be stipulated in the Convention, 
Articles of Association, and the By-Laws under which the 
FAIR GmbH will be set up.
General Costing Scheme proposed by FCI and AFI: The 
general methodology for costing has been worked out 
by the AFI sub-group on Full Cost Issues. A Final Report 
was issued as an independent document from this group 
on the methodology of accounting costs for construction, 
operation, and personnel as well as on indexation, 
handling of risks and management and controlling. 
Essential findings were: 
•	 Operation costs for the FAIR Accelerator facility are 
 estimated to be 118 million € per year (2005 prices) 
 for the accelerator facility (including media supply 
 for the experiments and infrastructure costs such as 
 workshops, canteen, etc).
•	 Operation costs for the 18 experiments are difficult 
 to estimate at this point in time where several choices 
 for detectors are still pending for several years of 
 R&D. However, based on experience from 
 experiments at GSI (HADES, FOPI) and at CERN 
 (NA49, WA98) a sum of  7 million € per year would 
 cover the operation costs for all the 18 experiments 
 together (excluding upgrades).
•	 Costs for commissioning are to be included into the 
 construction cost. End of commissioning and hence 
 start of operation has been defined by reaching 
 certain beam parameters. 
•	 Decommissioning should be accounted for by two 
 annual operation budgets. However, a firm 
 commitment of one of the contracting parties to take 
 over the facility after the end of operation could 
 avoid such provisions.
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•	 Personnel at the FAIR project execution is provisionally 
 accounted for with 77,000 € per person and year 
 (2005). The figure might change once the tariff 
 structure of FAIR GmbH is established. 
•	 Risk was properly accounted for in costing. A risk 
 budget is recommended to be established for 
 contributions paid in cash.
•	 Indexation is not to be considered in the specification 
 of prices. An inflation rate of 2 % per year is 
 recommended for estimating actual prices in the 
 future but should not be included into any costing.
•	 In-kind contributions are to be dealt with along the 
 corresponding Annex to the FAIR Convention.
•	 Controlling and Management tools at GSI following 
 the "Guidelines for Controlling Large-Scale Projects" 
 issued by BMBF seem convincing and should be 
 adopted.
•	 For the calculation of construction costs, the 
 following rules are recommended:
 — The manpower and financial resources needed 
  for each subproject are grouped into three 
  headings:  
  (i) R&D and prototyping on the various 
  subprojects;  
  (ii) costs for infrastructure in the institutes, 
  and costs for personnel, travel, etc. of the 
  institutes, as arising from their participation 
  in a FAIR experiment collaboration or a 
  FAIR consortium;  
  (iii) engineering design, final pre-production 
  prototyping, manufacturing, calibration, 
  transportation, assembly, installation and 
  commissioning costs for each subproject.  
 — The resources needed for work under the 
  headings (i) and (ii) are the responsibility of 
  the institutes supported by their respective 
  Funding Agencies. These resources are neither 
  accounted for in construction costs, nor 
  monitored centrally by the FAIR company.  
 — The resources needed for work under the 
  heading (iii) cover the costs of each subproject. 
  These costs have been evaluated by the FAIR 
  collaboration and verified by CORE. Only these 
  costs are monitored centrally by the FAIR 
  company.  
 — The value of a subproject is defined by the CORE 
  group.  
 — For selected subprojects with high risk, a 
  “risk budget” has to be implemented. These 
  high risk subprojects are yet to be identified by 
  the FAIR project and confirmed by CORE. 
  The risk budget will be monitored by the FAIR 
  Project Management and controlled by the 
  Resources-Review Board (RRB) of the FAIR 
  GmbH Member countries.  
 — The manpower estimates of institutes / consortia 
  who have the intention of carrying out a particular 
  subproject is evaluated by CORE.
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7. Costs and Schedule
7.1 Overview 
This chapter summarizes the estimated total construction, 
commissioning and operating costs for FAIR. The 
construction costs are divided into four categories: 
investment costs for civil construction, accelerators, and 
experimental equipment and manpower costs. The latter 
depends critically on total effort but also on schedule, 
which is also presented in this chapter. The summary 
costs reported here are based on detailed calculations 
and component estimates as described in Volume 2 of 
the BTR (accelerators), Volumes 3-5 (experiments), 
Volume 6 (civil construction) and the Cost Book with 
more than 5000 entries. These costs were reviewed by a 
thorough process involving the technical, scientific and 
cost review committees described in section 6. 
Civil construction costs were determined by the BUNG 
engineering company (‘Bung Beratende Ingenieure’) 
from Heidelberg, based on information provided to 
them from the FAIR project,  specifying buildings 
and their detailed uses. BUNG worked out a detailed 
technical study for all individual buildings and the ring 
tunnels and performed respective cost analyses. The 
infrastructure costs were determined by GSI’s technical 
and accelerator experts, based on infrastructure costs 
incurred with the previous SIS/ESR facility construction 
and scaled to both, today’s cost level (taking into account 
inflation) and to the physical and operational dimensions 
of the respective units for FAIR.
Costs of the accelerator system were determined along 
a work breakdown structure (WBS) up to level 5. This 
resulted in more than 5000 subtasks that were further 
studied for detailed design and with respect to costs. 
Thus costs for the accelerator systems were first obtained 
on a component basis, and then aggregated to sub-unit 
costs, such as for accelerator rings etc. Component cost 
were scrutinized by the Technical Advisory Committee 
TAC with the help of expert groups (mini-TACs) that 
reviewed specific technical areas, such as beam 
diagnostics, cryogenics, power converters, warm and 
cold magnets etc. (See the list of mini-TACs and their 
respective memberships in the Appendix). In addition to 
establishing reliable cost, the expert groups were asked 
to help minimize costs. The resulting expert comments 
and suggestions were incorporated into the detailed 
technical sections of this BTR. The costs of components 
and sub-system work packages, altogether more than 
5000 items, are summarized in the Cost Book (Rev. 3.0) 
that is prepared together with this BTR.
In addition, an independent Cost Review Committee 
on Accelerators (CORE-A) was implemented by the 
STI working group. Besides scrutinizing costs and 
determining risk factors, a key task for CORE-A was 
the identification of potentially missing items. All this 
information was used in the preparation of the BTR as it 
is presented here. The report of the CORE-A group has 
been presented to the STI.
Costs were also determined for the experimental 
equipment and major detectors based on the Technical 
Reports for the experimental programs. Approval of the 
experiments by the Program Advisory Committees (PACs) 
involved, in addition to the primary task of identifying 
important science, scrutiny of technical realization 
and performance and minimization of costs. In line 
with the original CDR, and after identifying the core 
research program, the necessary baseline equipment 
was identified and baseline costs established for the 
experimental program. The list of items included in the 
category of baseline costs is given in the Cost Book. The 
list takes into account the fact that the experimental 
program is dynamic and constantly evolving and that 
many components from the experimental set-ups 
might be brought in from existing equipment pools 
and/or for transient uses at FAIR. Consequently, these 
are not considered baseline cost, neither are potential 
(transient) contributions to experimental campaigns 
from collaborators who come from institutes where the 
country is not an official partner of the FAIR facility.
As for the accelerators, an independent review of 
experiment costs was carried out by a CORE-E (‘E’ for 
experiments) review committee set up by STI. Again, as 
with the accelerators, all the information obtained in the 
review processes have entered the preparations of this 
BTR and the report of the CORE-E review committee 
was presented to STI.
The facility costs are summarized in the Cost Book. At 
this point in time, the Cost Book and thus its information 
is only for restricted and controlled distribution.
The Cost Book contains the information on the planned 
schedule for construction of FAIR. Since the construction 
is requested by the funding partners to proceed in three 
stages, with definite research capabilities available at the 
end of each stage, the discussion of schedule is closely 
tied into the aspects of cost and in particular of the cost 
profile. A summary of the aspects related to schedule 
and manpower is given below.
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7.2 Costs of the Accelerator Complex
The FAIR accelerators and the technical systems they 
require are based predominantly on well established 
and proven technology available today. With respect to 
schedule and cost, this allows for a quick start, minimizes 
the project risk and provides for a solid cost basis. 
The costs refer to the net investment cost, no VAT or 
other indirect costs as customs and duties are included. 
However, the cost of individual items from the working 
packages include delivery, costs for inspection, testing 
and installation as well as the minimum of  spare parts, 
e.g. coils of magnets rather than complete magnets for 
exchange.
 The project costs have been carefully scrutinized using a 
bottom-up approach on a single element basis. Following 
the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS), technical 
subsystems (TS) as listed in Volume 2 of the BTR were 
evaluated for each individual WBS-subproject.
For each accelerator intensive studies on the ion optical 
design, including tolerances were carried out. Relevant 
parameters were derived from the optics design, e.g. 
magnet dimensions, and a first design of components 
was performed as described in the Baseline Technical 
Report. From these findings technical subsystems were 
specified such as, for example, power converters etc; 
other examples are the local liquid He-distribution and 
cryogenics. All accelerator-related hardware required is 
listed in the Cost Book.
The total costs estimate for the accelerators amounts to 
533.M€; costs for the individual subprojects are listed 
in Table 7.1; their fractional contribution to the total is 
illustrated in Figure 7.1.
Requirements arising from the technical subsystems 
were turned into space requirements which together with 
additional specifications of relevance to civil construction 
gave the input to BUNG Beratende Ingenieure, who costed 
tunnels, experimental halls and ancillary buildings for 
the accelerators and experiments.
7.3 Civil Construction Costs for Accelerator and Experimental 
Buildings
The cost evaluation for the civil construction subproject 
is based on a detailed study performed by BUNG 
Beratende Ingenieure, Heidelberg. BUNG has evaluated 
all 20 individual buildings. Figure 7.2 shows a birds-eye 
view of the topology of buildings on the FAIR/GSI site. The 
evaluation of the building costs follows close to DIN276. 
Including the necessary infrastructure for installation of 
accelerator components and the primary services such 
as electrical power, gases and cooling water etc. in the 
experimental halls, the total cost is 288.7 M€. 
7.4 Costs of the Construction of the Experiments
The cost for experiments comprises the experimental 
facilities as well as the Super Fragment Separator 
(Super-FRS). The Super-FRS is operationally part of the 
experimental facility and thus included in the sum for the 
baseline experimental facilities. Technically it belongs to 
accelerators and is therefore included in the accelerator 
Cost Book and was reviewed by CORE-A.
Costs for the experimental equipment and major detectors 
were determined on the basis of Technical Proposals for 
the experimental programs. Approval of the experiments 
by the program advisory committees (PACs) included, 
in addition to the primary task of identifying important 
science, scrutiny of technical realization, performance 
and minimization of costs. 
Subproject Cost (M€)
Accelerators 533.0
UNILAC Upgrade (not part of the project)
SIS18 Upgrade (not part of the project)
High-Energy Beam Transport HEBT 78.8
Super-FRS (part of experiment program)
Collector Ring CR 37.9
New Experimental Storage Ring NESR 23.6
p-Linac 13.4
Synchrotron SIS100 82.1
p-bar Separator 4.5
Accumulator Ring RESR 20.8
High-Energy Storage Ring HESR 59.3
Synchrotron SIS300 96.0
Electron Ring ER 12.2
Common Systems (Acc) 104.4
Table 7.1: Cost breakdown according to accelerator subpro-
jects. 
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Based on recent developments in the research programs, 
the layout of the FAIR facilities has undergone some 
significant changes since the Conceptual Design Report 
in 2001. Changes included the upgrade of SIS-200 to 
SIS-300, an extension of the Super-FRS, the introduction 
of the additional storage ring RESR. These changes 
further increased the capabilities to have simultaneous 
operation of experiments as well as greater luminosities 
for some experiments. Theses changes significantly 
enhanced the discovery potential and scientific merit of 
experiments and was strongly endorsed or even proposed 
by the external advisory committees on accelerators and 
physics programs (TAC and PACs). The introduction 
of FLAIR (Facility for Low-energy Antiproton and Ion 
Research) opens a whole new physics domain that offers 
unique discovery potential.
FLAIR introduced additional costs for the FAIR 
infrastructure in the order of 10 M€. The corresponding 
experiments will be funded by third parties. Overall 
these changes multiplied the scientific potential of the 
FAIR facility at modest cost.
Additional experimental proposals have been submitted. 
Notably PAX and AIC would offer unique scientific 
opportunities. These experiments have been reviewed 
by CORE-E. Their costs are listed in the Cost Book, but 
are not included in the full cost of the FAIR Core facility. 
These experiments require intensive R&D and are 
considered future potential upgrades.
Some of the Letters of Intent of experiments that were 
submitted to the STI have not been included in the Cost 
Book. These experiments have been rejected by the PACs 
and the STI because of the lack of scientific merit or of 
insufficient technical design.
The costs for the experimental program are listed in 
the respective section of the Cost Book and map directly 
to the corresponding Volumes 3-5 of the FAIR Baseline 
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Figure 7.1: Cost distribution among the accelerator subprojects.
Technical Report. An independent review of experiment 
costs was carried out by the CORE-E review committee 
set up by the STI. As with the accelerators, all the 
information obtained in the review process have entered 
the preparations of the BTR.
The cost evaluation by the CORE committees did not 
address the question of financing. Its sole aim was to 
establish reliable cost estimates. As already mentioned, 
in the case of the experiments it was always assumed 
that a significant contribution from non-member states 
will be made. Physicists and institutes from non-member 
states constitute a significant fraction of the current and 
of the intended efforts at the FAIR experimental facilities. 
Thus, out of the 269 M€ cost for the construction of the 
full initial research program, a baseline experiment 
budget of 180 M€ is proposed as genuine FAIR facility 
contribution to the construction of the experimental 
facilities.
7.5 Total Contruction Cost
Table 7.2 summarizes the results for the four cost 
categories and the total cost for FAIR. The total sum 
amounts to 1186,5 M€. The costs for all required 
conventional buildings and the technical infrastructure 
to run the accelerators and experiments, studied by 
Bung Beratende Ingenieure, Heidelberg, and described 
in Volume 6 of the BTR, amount to 288,9 M€. Accelerator 
costs require an investment sum of 532,8 M€. For the 
first phase of experiments a budget of 180 M€ is foreseen, 
which includes the fragment separator Super-FRS. A 
total manpower of 2400 man-years has been identified to 
be required for the construction phase. This manpower 
corresponds to personnel costs of 184,8 M€ (see section 
7.8). Total manpower costs depend primarily on total 
effort but to some extent also on schedule. The assumed 
schedule underlying our calculations is described in the 
following section.
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Figure 7.2: Color coded sequence of availability of buildings: Phase 1a (green) – ready for installation mid 2010; Phase 1b (yellow) 
– ready for installation mid 2010; Phase 1c (purple) – ready for installation end 2011; Phase 1d (red) – ready for installation in 2013
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7.6 Schedule
The total construction time for the FAIR facility will be 8 
years. The project, following an original constraint of the 
government, is divided into three phases. These three 
phases reflect also the subsequent staging of different 
fields of science:
Stage 1: Radioactive beam physics
 • Nuclear structure and nuclear astrophysics 
	 • Atomic physics and plasma physics studies with 
  highly charged and/or radioactive ions 
Stage 2: Proton-antiproton physics and relativistic heavy 
ions
	 • QCD studies with protons and antiprotons 
	 • Precision studies with antiproton beams 
  addressing fundamental symmetries and 
  interactions  
	 • Dense baryonic matter physics using  relativistic 
  heavy ions at energies 1 – 10 GeV/u  
	 • Atomic physics at relativistic energies
Stage 3: Full facility capability & all research programs 
	 • Full parallel operation of up to four research 
  programs  
	 • Full energy and luminosity for nuclear collisions 
  program  
	 • Precision QCD Studies at PANDA  
	 • Plasma research   
	 • Atomic reaction studies with fast beams
The staging is reflected in the sequence of expected 
availability of buildings. The planning has been 
optimized with respect to minimizing construction 
costs and construction time. Alternatives are possible, 
may, however, be realized at higher costs only. Thus 
the proposed schedule, derived by Bung Beratende 
Ingenieure, was taken as the baseline for the present 
planning of FAIR. The schedule assumes the start of 
planning for the building permit (Genehmigungsplanung) 
in January 2007.
The schedule for civil construction (Figure 7.3) shows 
that the tunnels for beam transport from SIS18 and all 
relevant buildings for operating the Super-FRS will be 
prepared for installation of accelerator components in 
mid 2010. As the tunnel for SIS100/SIS300 can be built in 
parallel it will be ready for occupancy in 2010 as well.
According to the present schedule construction phase 1c, 
which comprises the halls for CR, RESR and NESR rings 
with ancillary buildings, will be available for technical 
installations around the beginning of 2012. Finally, 
HESR installation can start in 2013. 
This sequence in building activities is indicated in figure 
7.3 with the different construction phases marked in 
different colors.
Based on these dates, the schedule for installation of 
accelerator components is derived, leading to the overall 
time schedule shown in Figure 7.3. 
The schedule displays information for the storage rings 
and synchrotrons: a period of 10 to 12 months is needed 
for installation of accelerator components such as 
magnets, vacuum chambers, RF systems etc., including 
cabling and component alignment for each machine. 
System tests without beam, system debugging and 
preparation for commissioning (with beam) are expected 
to be performed within a period of 6 months. 
This plan results in start of commissioning with beam 
for the Super-FRS in January 2012, allowing for first 
experiments in early 2012. However, achieving the full 
beam specification and intensities at the Super-FRS 
is expected to take up to 4 months in total. All rings 
need a comparable sequence for installation, testing, 
commissioning of typically 18 months. In this scenario 
the HESR is the machine that starts operation last early 
in 2015 (see Figure 7.4). 
7.7 Critical Path
Despite intense preparations in the past, project 
development is determined by the progress in civil 
construction. In early 2006 the City of Darmstadt 
authorities formally agreed to the construction of 
FAIR buildings by approving a new development plan 
(Bebauungsplan). It allows for up to 117000 sq. m of 
area of new buildings. This is about a factor 2 more than 
required for FAIR. Starting bare brickwork is expected 
to begin in late 2008 as all buildings are located in a 
forested area.
Sub Project Costs M€
Total 1186.5
Accelerators 533.0
Civil Engineering 288.7
Experiments (incl. Super-FRS) 180.0
Manpower 184.8
Table 7.2: Distribution of the project costs.
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Figure 7.3: Schedule of civil construction milestones defining the start of installation and construction of accelerator subprojects 
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Furthermore plans are to use part of the existing ESR 
high energy experimental hall for installation of one 
of the two large He-refrigerators and - as mentioned 
before - re-use the main magnets of the existing ESR 
ring for the new RESR machine. To stay in the time-plan 
this requires shutdown of the ESR and preparing part of 
the experimental hall by the beginning of 2010.
7.8 Manpower - Resource Loaded Schedule
For the time being a scenario for the FAIR installation 
phase was worked out that covers the major workload 
for testing, installation and commissioning. This scenario 
is described as follows:
• Installation activities are restricted to the preassembly 
 and assembly of the accelerator sections; installations 
 apart from that have to be covered by the supplier of 
 the civil construction systems and, at the experimental 
 facilities, by the experiment collaborations. 
• All technical systems from the accelerator subsystems 
 are complete and are delivered after having 
 passed successfully factory acceptance tests.
• All preassembly work necessary will be performed 
 within existing halls at GSI (e.g. the high energy 
 experimental hall); no additional assembly or test 
 building is required.
• Assembly work for all systems and all sections is 
 performed by an experienced assembly crew.
• All existing tooling at GSI can be used for the 
 installation, additional tooling has to be specified, 
 constructed and manufactured within the work 
 package item delivered.
• The assembly crew covers predominantly mechanical 
 installation activities for the accelerator 
 components.
• Installation labor e.g. for water cooling and cryogenic 
 systems are covered by external firms on behalf of 
 system suppliers.
With these boundaries the required personnel for the 
installation activities is estimated to be about 2000 man-
years. 
Distributing the resources according to the workload of 
the subprojects results in the resource loaded schedule as 
depicted in Figure 7.5. Especially during the installation 
phase of machines in 2011 to 2012 the peak load is in 
excess of 400 FTEs.
7.9 Budgetary Aspects
7.9.1 Spending Profile
The sequence of accelerator and civil construction 
is the basis for the required budget and spending 
profile. Dividing the project into subprojects related to 
experiments, civil construction and accelerators, each 
task was analyzed independently, adopting a realistic 
spending profile from similar sized projects and adding 
them up to a total project spending profile. The result 
is shown in Figure 7.6. The profile gives the required 
money-flow of experiments, civil engineering and 
technical components and cost for the personnel. During 
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CR NESR
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FRS
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Figure 7.4: Schematic of the three stages of the construction of FAIR (from left to right). The ongoing construction of each stage is shown 
in red. The finished construction is shown in blue. The left corner inserts show the civil construction, the larger outline the progress of 
accelerators and experiments.
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the first three years the profile rises steeply, to a level of 
170 to 180 M€/y in the fourth to eighth project year. 
7.9.2 Risk budget
All items for the FAIR accelerators that were entered 
into Cost Book Rev. 3.0 have been assigned to a cost 
risk class, i.e. the expected range the actual price may 
deviate from the stated price. Depending on the quality 
of input of information (industrial quotation, scaling 
from previous procurement etc.) this range is ±20% in 
the worst case of price estimates and ±5% in the case of 
catalogue prices (Table 7.3).
A detailed risk analysis was performed. A meanwhile 
performed new risk analysis of the magnets assuming 
a risk class of -10% and +20 % reduced the total risk to 
15 %. From the result of these analyses (Figure 7.7), a 
risk budget of 15 % will cover a probability of 95 % to 
stay within the budget. In addition, assuming an average 
delay risk of six months as experienced by other large 
projects (HERA, LHC), the associated cost risk (in the 
form of increased personnel cost due to longer duration 
of the construction phase) is estimated at about 2 % of 
the total project cost, which gives rise to a total of 17 %. 
7.10 Commissioning 
7.10.1 Start of commissioning
Commissionings of the various accelerators have to 
take place when the respective installations have been 
finished, e.g. system tests ‚without beam‘ have been 
successfully performed for all components and sub-
systems demonstrating their functionality including 
‚readyness‘ of the accelerator control-system and in 
Figure 7.6: Spending profile for the FAIR project investment costs.
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particular the associated software. The costs for these 
activities are covered in the construction budget.
Commissioning ‚with beam‘ is following the previous step 
when first beam parameter studies within the accelerator 
sections are started including defining and verifying set 
values for special functions, e.g. injection, extraction, 
acceleration, cooling etc. Part of commissioning is 
‚optimization with beam‘. In this optimization phase 
settings for optimal beam performance over the whole 
intensity and energy range have to be established. 
During the first commissioning phase physicists and 
also to a large extent engineers have to be involved; in 
the second and third step mainly accelerator physicists 
will be involved. During this phase the interfaces to the 
experimental subsystems also have to be tested and 
commissioned.
7.10.2 End of Commissioning
The start and end of commissioning and the beginning 
of operation has been recommended by the Committee 
on Scientific and Technical Issues (STI). Fulfilling 
qualitative technical criteria like beam qualities in the 
accelerators was also recommended by the Committee 
on Administrative and Financial Issues - Full Cost 
Issues (AFI-FCI) to be used as indicators. For each of 
the accelerator units, the transition from construction to 
commissioning and from commissioning to operation was 
specified separately. Thus commissioning of individual 
FAIR accelerators will end when beam parameters, 
appropriate to perform relevant experiments, are 
surpassed. These parameters, confirmed by STI are 
defining end of commissioning and start of operation, 
are listed in Table 7.4 
7.10.3 Commissioning Costs
Commissioning costs have been evaluated and confirmed 
by STI on the basis of the individual accelerators.
Following the overall master schedule the availability of 
buildings determines the beginning of installations and 
thus start of commissioning. Fig. 7.8 depicts time for 
construction, commissioning and start of operation of 
the FAIR accelerators. A period of typically 3 to 4 month 
is assumed to reach the beam parameters defining start 
of operation. 
For the evaluation of commissioning costs of individual 
accelerators the required manpower, consumables   and 
their share in the costs of energy and infrastructure was 
used. The increased risk for malfunction of components 
in the presence of beam was taken into account. Starting 
with commissioning costs of the Super-FRS by the end of 
2011 commissioning is spread until beginning of 2015. 
The required costs are depicted in Fig. 7.9. The total 
sum of commissioning costs is 26.5 M€.
7.11 Operation
The FAIR operating cost was estimated in great detail 
for accelerator staff, direct costs for accelerators and 
experiment installations, and shares in the costs, such as 
maintenance of buildings, IT, workshops, safety and user 
support. The costs operating the FAIR facility are 118 M€ 
given in 2005 prices. For the operation of accelerators, 
scientific-technical infrastructure and management, 
costs for manpower, consumables and investments for 
Key Code 
No.
Uncer-
tainty
Vendor quotation VQ ± 10%
Catalogue price CP ± 5%
Estimated but undocumented 
price
EU ± 20%
Actual costs 19xx escalated to 
2005
Axx ± 10%
Estimates from existing systems EES ± 20%
Created cost reference CCR ± 10%
Table 7.3: Definition of cost risk classes and associated uncer-
tainty.
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Figure 7.7: Result of the risk analysis – a risk budget of 15% 
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maintenance of accelerators, infrastructure and support, 
maintenance have been aggregated (see Table 7.5). 
Energy costs have been evaluated on a typical 
operation scheme resulting in an average electrical 
power consumption of 30 MW for operating  the FAIR 
installations and the injector. 
For the accelerator, 320 FTE per year are assumed for 
operation, maintenance and refurbishment (based on a 
24h/day 7 day/week operation for 5400 h of scheduled 
operation and additional time for technical start-up) 
when the facility is in full operation after the completion 
of stage 3. The cost per person year has been determined 
using the same methodology as for the construction 
phase. For replacements and maintenance consumables 
and investments of 3% of the accelerator investment 
costs have been accounted for. The direct accelerator 
operation costs amount to 46 M€/y.
A user support for the experimental program of 5 M€/y is 
included in the annual budget.
The scientific technical infrastructure comprises 
operation and maintenance of the media, cooling and 
air conditioning installations, IT support, workshops and 
construction offices; in total 270 FTE are required. Based 
on experience of running the GSI installations, costs for 
consumables and investments were scaled according 
to the size of FAIR installations, resulting in costs of 
33 M€/y.
Management and other basic infrastructure to run the 
facility was costed to 10 M€/y. 
Regarding partial operation after completion of stage 1 
and 2 respectively, the estimated operation costs amount 
to 38,3 M€ in 2012, increasing to 58,1 M€ in 2013 and 
97.1 M€ in 2014. The cost in 2015 will be 116.1 M€, close 
Year
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Figure 7.8: Schedule for construction, commissioning and operation for the individual FAIR accelerators
Figure 7.9: Commissioning costs of FAIR accelerators in the period 2011 to 2015.
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Table 7.4: Beam parameters specifying end of commissioning for the FAIR accelerators.
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to the full annual costs of 118 M€/y when all machines 
are in operation.
In the operating budget, no provisions are included for 
a scientific experimental program, comprising guest 
services, expenditures for travel, housing and meals for 
user groups, nor administrative and logistical measures 
for a visiting scientist program or a PhD student 
program.
Table 7.5: Distribution of operation cost.
Item Costs (M€)
Electrical power and water for FAIR 
relevant installations
24
Accelerators and rings 46
User Support 5
Scientific and technical infrastructure 
incl. buildings and civil construction
33
Basic infrastructure and management 10
Sum 118
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The present Baseline Technical Report (BTR) provides the 
technical description, cost, schedule, and assessment(s) 
of risk for the international FAIR project. The purpose of 
the BTR is to provide a reliable basis for the construction, 
commissioning and operation of the proposed facility 
and for its science use. 
The BTR was conceived and developed in close 
collaboration between the international science 
community and the GSI Laboratory at Darmstadt, 
Germany. It represents the collective work of the FAIR 
community performed over the last 5 years since the 
publication of the original FAIR Conceptual Design 
Report (CDR). About 2500 authors from 45 countries, 
listed individually in this Report in the various technical 
proposals for experiments as well as in the technical 
reports for the accelerator work packages and technical 
infrastructures, underline the broad interest on the part 
of the international research community in the unique 
science opportunities expected from FAIR.
The BTR was prepared under the guidance of the 
International Steering Committee (FAIR-ISC), with 
representatives from the 13 partner countries, and 
a number of expert groups. The ISC members were 
delegated by their respective science ministries 
(or designated agency), under the umbrella of a 
Memorandum of Understanding (FAIR-MoU), signed 
by each of the partner countries. The MoU contains a 
declaration of collaboration for the development of the 
facility plans during the so-called preparatory phase, and 
an expression of interest to participate in the realization 
and use of the facility thereafter. 
In the MoU, the BTR is listed as a key document 
to be prepared during the preparatory phase. A 
second important document for facility definition and 
implementation is the Cost Book. It provides the detailed 
listing of all technical components and of the technical 
manpower needed to complete the respective tasks. The 
Cost Book was generated together with this BTR. 
The ISC was aided by two expert groups, the Working 
Group on Scientific and Technical Issues (FAIR-STI) and 
the Working Group on Administrative and Financial 
Issues (FAIR-AFI). These groups in turn created specific 
advisory committees, comprising altogether nearly 100 
world experts for the respective science and accelerator 
aspects. Together with STI and AFI, these committees 
were the key to a thorough assessment of the quality 
of the proposed research programs, the appropriateness 
and innovation of the proposed technical measures, the 
soundness of their design, and the realistic estimates of 
cost and schedule. 
The key features of the technical concept of FAIR can 
be summarized as follows: (i) highest-intensity, high-
energy primary ion beams ranging from the lightest 
to the heaviest elements, from protons to uranium; 
(ii) optimized high-intensity secondary beams derived 
in-flight from the primary beams and ranging from 
energetic anti-protons to beams of short-lived nuclei 
near the drip lines; (iii) unique beam compression modes 
to provide the highest short-pulse beam powers; (iv) 
broad use of cooler-storage accelerator rings to collect 
and produce high-precision secondary beams with 
unparalleled phase space properties and unique in-ring 
experiment capabilities; (v) a high degree of parallel 
and independent operation of several ion beams and of 
antiprotons, which provides for a cost-effective but also 
synergetic operation of the facility. The facility provides 
for an order of magnitude increase in beam energy over 
the present heavy-ion accelerators at the GSI Laboratory, 
but the most important and unique characteristics are 
seen in the major steps forward on the intensity and 
precision frontiers. 
The technical characteristics of the facility provide for 
exceptional, and in many respects worldwide unique 
performance parameters that will allow forefront 
research programs in a number of areas of science. 
They address in particular: (i) the investigation of the 
properties and the role of the strong (nuclear) force 
in shaping the basic building blocs of the visible world 
around us and of its role in the evolution of the universe; 
(ii) tests of symmetries and predictions of the standard 
models and their possible limitations, such as in quantum-
electro-dynamics (QED) in the sector of the electro-weak 
force, and in quantum-chromo-dynamics (QCD) in the 
sector of the strong interaction; (iii) the properties of 
matter in extreme states and under unusual conditions, 
both at the subatomic, microscopic level as well as at 
the macroscopic levels of matter, antimatter, and bulk 
materials; and (iv) various applications of high-intensity, 
high-quality ion and antiproton beams in research areas 
underlying, or directly addressing, issues of applied 
sciences and technology.
The different research fields address, first of all, specific 
key questions in their respective areas of science. But they 
also intersect in common areas such as, for example, the 
issue of complexity. Complexity runs as a thread through 
many of the research programs, from non-perturbative 
QCD and the nuclear many-body system to biological 
8. Conclusion and Outlook
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molecules and systems. Synergies that come from a 
broadly based research program may be expected for 
such overarching issues. 
A central task of the BTR is to establish cost and schedule 
for the full project. Costs were evaluated on a component 
basis and then aggregated for the work packages. The 
methods for establishing component prices ranged from 
catalogue values and vendor quotations to estimates 
from recent procurements of identical and/or similar 
equipment, extrapolations from past constructions and 
developments (correcting for inflation etc.) to estimates 
based on new designs. The costs were scrutinized by the 
technical advisory committees with the goal to minimize 
cost while preserving technical performance: the TAC 
for the accelerators and technical infrastructure, the 
PACs for the experimental facilities. In specific areas of 
important and frequently used components (magnets, 
both normal and superconducting; beam diagnostics; 
vacuum; RF equipment and power supplies; cryogenics 
etc) special expert groups (mini-TACs) were assembled 
under the umbrella of the TAC to evaluate technical 
appropriateness and cost optimization. The component 
costs were then accumulated in the so-called Baseline 
Cost Book, a document listing costs for more than 5000 
items. 
The total project cost, for the facility configuration 
contained in the original Conceptual Design Report (CDR), 
compares within 10% with the original estimate, when 
corrected for inflation. (Inflation has to take into account 
the major price increases over recent years for raw 
materials that are important for a facility construction 
such as FAIR, e. g. for iron ores and scrap metal, for 
copper etc.). In addition there is a 10% cost increase 
because of added capabilities that were proposed by 
the TAC and PAC review committees to increase facility 
performance and strengthen the science case. The Cost 
Book is part of this BTR but with restricted and controlled 
distribution at this point in time. 
The schedule was worked out with two primary 
boundary conditions. (i) a staged approach with 3 phases 
that are oriented towards defined research capabilities 
and science goals: rare-isotope beam research after 
construction phase I, antiproton physics after stage II, 
compressed matter physics and full parallel operation 
after stage III; (ii) sequence and functionality in civil 
construction to minimize cost and optimize performance. 
The respective full schedule is given in the Cost Book.
Finally, while not part of this BTR, it is worth noting that 
the organizational scheme for the construction of FAIR 
involves two companies (GmbH) governed by German 
limited liability law, with the GSI GmbH as the site and 
host laboratory and the FAIR GmbH as the owner of 
the FAIR facility. The relevant documents (Convention, 
Articles of Association, By-Laws, Final Act etc.) are 
currently being prepared by AFI and the ISC. 
We conclude that the present Report provides the 
baseline of all technical, cost and schedule information 
necessary to proceed with the construction of FAIR.
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Country Name Institute Date
Germany Dr. H. Schunck, Director General Federal Ministry of Education 
and Research
September 13th, 2004
United King-
dom
Prof. Dr. J. V. Wood, Chief 
Executive
Council for the Central 
Laboratory of the Research 
Councils
 September 13th, 2004
Sweden Dr. P. Omling, Director General Swedish Research Council September 21st, 2004
Finland Prof. Dr. Dan Olof Riska, Director Helsinki Institute of Physics September 22nd, 2004
Spain Dr. S. Ordóñez Delgado, State 
Secretary for Universities and 
Research
Minstry of Science and 
Education
October 06th, 2004
Greece Prof. Dr. C. Fotakis, Director Institute of Electronic Structure 
and Laser FORTH-IESL
November 11th, 2004 
Russia Dr. Sergey Mazurenko, Head of 
Science and Innovation Federal 
Agency
Science and Innovation Federal 
Agency
November 11th, 2004
Italy Dr. L. Criscuoli, Director General Ministry of Education, 
University and Research
December 06th, 2004
France Prof. Dr. E. Giacobino, Director Ministry of Research December 08th, 2004
Poland Prof. Dr. R. Kulessa, Jagiellonian 
University, Kraków
Ministry of Science and 
Information Technlogoy
January 18th, 2005
India Mr. Y. P. Kumar, Head of 
International Affairs
Department of Science and 
Technology
November 17th, 2005
People‘s Re-
public of China
Meng Shuguang, Ma Yanhe, 
Deputy Directors General
Ministry of Science and 
Technology
November 24th, 2005
Romania Dr. Ionel Andrei National Authority for Scientific 
Research
April 11th, 2006
Table 9.1: Signatories of the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) of the FAIR project.
9. Appendix
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International Steering Committee (ISC)
Schunck, Hermann (Chair) Ministry of Research and Education    Germany  
Alejaldre, Carlos   Ministerio de Educación y Ciencia    Spain  
Arajärvi, Mirja   Ministry of Education      Finland  
Börjesson, Lars   Chalmers University of Technology    Sweden  
     and Göteborg University  
Charalambidis, Dimitris  Institute of Electronic Structure and Laser   Greece  
     Foundation for Research and Technology  
Fortuna, Graziano  Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare di Frascati   Italy  
Gounand, Francois  Directeur Commissariat de l'Énergie Atomique   France  
Ma Yanhe   Ministry of Science and Technology    China  
Meng Shuguang   Ministry of Science and Technology    China  
Kozlov, Yuri   Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics Moscow  Russia  
Kulessa, Reinhard  University of Jagiellonski      Poland  
Kumar, Y. P.   Ministry of Science and Technology    India  
Sarkar, Dipankar  Embassy of India in Berlin     India  
Vierkorn-Rudolph, Beatrix Ministry of Research and Education    Germany  
Wood, John   Council for the Central Laboratory of the Research Councils United Kingdom 
Zamfir, Nicolae Victor  Horia Hulubei National Institute     Romania  
     of Physics and Nuclear Engineering
Working Group on Scientific and Technological Issues (STI)
Wenninger, Horst (Chair, Cern)  ex-CERN  
Gales, Sydney (until March 2005) Grand Accelerateur National d'Ions Lourds (GANIL)  France  
Äystö, Juha   University of Jyvaskyla      Finland  
Benlliure, José   University de Santiago de Compostela    Spain  
Dalpiaz, Pietro    University of Ferrara      Italy  
Danared, Hakan   Manne Siegbahn Laboratory (MSL)    Sweden  
Fabbricatore, Pasquale  Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare di Genova (INFN)  Italy  
Henning, Walter   Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung mbH (GSI)   Germany  
Korten, Wolfram   Commission de l’Énergie Atomique (CEA)    France  
Mueller, Alex C.   Institut de Physique Nucléaire d’Orsay (IPNO)   France  
Riska, Dan-Olof   Helsinki Institute of Physics (HIP)     Finland  
Rosner, Guenther  University of Glasgow       United Kingdom  
Rubio, Berta   Instituto di Física Corpuscular (IFIC)    Spain  
Sharkov, Boris   Institute for Theoretical and Experimental Physics (ITEP)  Russia  
Simpson, John   Council for the Central Laboratory of the Research Councils  United Kingdom  
     (CCLRCC)  
Stroeher, Hans   Forschungszentrum Juelich (FZJ)     Germany  
Wiedner, Ulrich   University of Uppsala      Sweden  
Zhan Wenlong   Institute of Modern Physics  (IMP)    China  
     Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS)  
Observers  
Gutbrod, Hans   Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung mbH (GSI)   Germany  
Schroth, Peter   Ministry of Research and Education (BMBF)   Germany  
Widmann, Eberhard  Stefan Meyer Institut für Subatomare Physik   Austria  
Zamfir, Nicolae Victor  Horia Hulubei National Institute of Physics    Romania  
     and Nuclear Engineering
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Program Advisory Committee for the QCD Experiments (QCD-PAC)
Chiavassa, Emilio (Chair)  Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare di Torino (INFN)  Italy  
Brodsky, Stanly J.  Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC)   USA  
Dalpias, Pietro   Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare di Ferrara (INFN)  Italy  
Geesaman, Donald  Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)    USA  
Gustafsson, Hans Åke  University of Lund      Sweden  
Kox, Serge   Inst. National de Physique Nucléaire et de Physique des Particules France  
     (IN2P3)  
Landua, Rolf   CERN  
Magnon, Alain   CERN  
Maier, Rudolf   Forschungzentrum Jülich (FZJ)     Germany  
Mueller, Bernd   Duke University       USA  
Nelson, John   University of Birmingham     United Kingdom  
Oset, Eulogio   Instituto de Física Corpuscular (IFK)    Spain  
Riska, Dan-Olof   University of Helsinki      Finland  
Stroeher, Hans   Forschungszentrum Jülich (FZJ)     Germany  
Ritter, Hans Georg  Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL)    USA  
Tserruya, Itzhak   Weizmann Institute of Science     Israel
Program Advisory Committee on NUSTAR Experiments
Casten, Rick (Chair) University of Yale        USA  
Azaiez, Faical  Institut de Physique Nucléaire d'Orsay (IPNO)    France  
Butler, Peter  CERN  
Grawe, Hubert  Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung mbH (GSI)    Germany  
Janssens, Robert Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)     USA  
Kubono, Shigeru  Centre for Nuclear Study (CNS), Rikagaku Kenkyusho (RIKEN)  Japan  
Kurz, Kilian  Forschungszentrum Jülich (FZJ)      Germany  
Meyer, Hans-Otto University of Indiana       USA  
Poves, Alfredo  University of Madrid       Spain  
Rubio, Berta  Instituto die Fìsica Corpuscular (IFIC)     Spain  
Sherril, Bradley  Michigan State University       USA  
Shotter, Alan  Canada's National Laboratory for Particle and Nuclear Physics (TRIUMF) Canada  
Villari, Antonio  Grand Accelerateur National d'Ions Lourds (GANIL)   France  
Weick, Helmut  Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung mbH (GSI)    Germany  
Wiescher, Michael University of Notre Dame      USA  
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Program Advisory Committee for the APPA Experiments (APPA-PAC)
Schwalm, Dirk (Chair)  Max-Planck-Institut Heidelberg     Germany  
Atzeni, Stefano   University of Rome "La Sapienza"    Italy  
Basko, Michael   Institute for Theoretical and Experimental Physics Moscow (ITEP) Russia  
Drake, Gordon W. F.  University of Windsor      Canada  
Indelicato, Paul   Université PM Curie Paris     France  
Maynard, Gilles   Université Paris-Sud      France  
Mehlhorn, Thomas A.  Sandia National Laboratories     USA  
Norreys, Peter   Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL)    United Kingdom  
Sauerbrey, Roland  University of Jena      Germany  
Sharkov, Boris   Institute for Theoretical and Experimental Physics Moscow (ITEP) Russia  
Spiller, Peter   Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung mbH (GSI)   Germany  
Steck, Markus   Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung mbH (GSI)   Germany  
Vernhet, Dominique  Université Paris 6 et 7      France  
Yamazaki, Toshimitsu  Centre for Nuclear Study (CNS), Rikagaku Kenkyusho (RIKEN) Japan
Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) on Accelerators, Storage Rings and Civil Engineering
Cho, Yanglai (Chair)  Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)    USA  
Fabbricatore, Pasquale  Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (INFN)   Italy  
Garoby, Roland   CERN  
Ivanov, Sergey   Institute of High Energy Physics Protvino (IHEP)   Russia  
Jacquemet, Marcel  Grand Accelerateur National d'Ions Lourds (GANIL)  France  
Junquera, Tomas  Institut de Physique Nucléaire d'Orsay (IPNO)   France  
Mueller, Alexander  Institut de Physique Nucléaire d'Orsay (IPNO)   France  
Nolen, Jerry   Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)    USA  
Ozaki, Satoshi   Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL)    USA  
Willeke, Ferdinand  Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY)   Germany  
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List of the expert groups (mini-TAC) and their members. These groups were formed by the TAC to review specific 
technical systems
Beam Diagnostics  
Schmickler, Hermann   CERN  
Shea, Thomas J.    Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)  USA 
Power Supplies  
Bordry, Frederick   CERN  
Cutler, Roy    Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)  USA  
Eckoldt, Hans-Joerg   Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY) Germany  
Fernqvist, Gunnar   CERN  
Fuja, Ray    Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)  USA  
Jensen, Jens-Peter   Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY) Germany 
Proton Linac  
Cutler, Roy    Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)  USA  
Fuja, Ray    Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)  USA  
Haseroth, Helmut   ex-CERN 
Cryogenics  
Erdt, Wolfgang    ex-CERN  
Mulholland, George T.   Applied Cryogenics Technology (ACT)  USA  
Petersen, Bernd    Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY) Germany  
Quack, Hans    Technical University Dresden   Germany  
Trant, Rolf    CERN  
Wolff, Siegfried    Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY) Germany 
Warm Magnets  
Marks, Neil    Daresbury National Laboratory   United Kingdom  
Muto, Masayuki    KEK      Japan  
Tuozzolo, Joseph   Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL)  USA 
Cold Magnets  
Bottura, Luca    CERN  
Bruzzone, Pierluigi   Paul-Scherrer-Institut (PSI)   Switzerland  
Fabbricatore, Pasquale   Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare di Genove Italy  
      (INFN)  
Gourlay, Steve    Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL)  USA  
Jacquement, Marcel   Grand Accelerateur National d'Ions Lourds France  
      (GANIL)  
Kerby, Jim    Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL) USA  
Scandale, Walter   CERN  
Taylor, Tom    ex-CERN  
Willen, Erich    Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL)  USA  
Wolf, Rob    CERN
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Cost Review Group on Accelerators, Infrastructure and Civil Engineering (CORE-A)
Plane, David (Chair)  ex-CERN  
Blasche, Klaus   Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung mbH (GSI)   Germany  
Bacher, Reinhard  Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY)    Germany  
Buhler-Broglin, Manfred ex-CERN  
Erdt, Wolfgang   ex-CERN  
Fernqvist, Gunnar  CERN  
Gardner, Ian   Council for the Central Laboratory for the Research Councils (CCLRC) United Kingdom   
Haseroth, Helmut  ex-CERN  
Krämer, Dieter   Berliner Elektronenspeicherring-Gesellschaft   
    für Synchrotronstrahlung mbH (BESSY)     Germany  
Miralles, Lluís   Consortium for the Exploitation of the Synchrotron Light Laboratory Spain  
Stevenson, Graham  ex-CERN  
Strubin, Pierre   CERN  
Taylor, Tom   ex-CERN  
Weisse, Eberhard  ex-CERN
Cost Review Group on Experiments (CORE-E)
Bartel, Wulfrin (Chair) Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY)    Germany  
Hilke, Hans-Juergen  ex-CERN  
Lazarus, Ian   Council for the Central Laboratory for the Research Councils (CCLRC) United Kingdom  
Lazeyras, Pierre  CERN  
Ritter, Hans Georg  Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBL)    USA  
Simpson, John   Council for the Central Laboratory for the Research Councils (CCLRC) United Kingdom  
Vacchi, Andrea   Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare di Trieste (INFN)   Italy 
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Working Group on Administrative and Financial Issues (AFI)
Skeppstedt, Örjan (Chair) Manne Siegbahn Laboratory     Sweden  
Wagner, Hermann-Friedrich Ministry of Science and Education    Germany  
(until November 2005)    
 
Arajärvi, Mirja   Ministry of Education      Finland  
Bogdanov, Peter   Ministry of Atomic Energy     Russia  
Bravo, Yara   Istituto Nazionale die Fisica Nucleare di Frascati (INFN)  Italy  
Dormy, Bernard   Ministère de la Recherche et aux Nouvelles Technologies  France  
Eriksson, Leif   Swedish Research Council     Sweden  
Godet, Nathalie   Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS)  France  
Guaraldo, Carlo   Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare di Frascati (INFN)  Italy  
López, Andrés   Ministerio de Ciencia y Tecnología    Spain  
Mattig, Ulrike   Ministry of Science and Arts of the State of Hessen   Germany  
Patarkin, Oleg   Federal Atomic Energy Agency (ROSATOM)   Russia  
Pellegrini, Roberto  Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (INFN)   Italy  
Popescu, Alexandru  Horia Hulubei National Research Institute    Romania  
     of Physics and Nuclear Engineering      
Pratt, Neil   Council for the Central Laboratory of the Research Councils  United Kingdom  
     (CCLRC)  
Vierkorn-Rudolph, Beatrix Ministry of Research and Education     Germany  
Xie Ming   Institute of Modern Physics (IMPCAS), Chinese Academy of Sciences China
Observers  
Grapentin, Jan   Ministry of Research and Education    Germany  
Gutbrod, Hans H.  Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung mbH (GSI)   Germany  
Henning, Walter F.  Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung mbH (GSI)   Germany  
Hieber, Sabine   Ministry of Research and Education    Germany  
Kurz, Alexander   Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung mbH (GSI)   Germany
AFI group on Legal Frame Issues (AFI-LFI)
Jahn, Bernd-U. (Chair)  European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL)   Germany  
Arajärvi, Mirja   Ministry of Education      Finland  
Delissen, Thomas  Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY)   Germany  
Fangohr, Hanna   Hamburg Authority for Science and Research   Germany  
Godet, Nathalie   Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS)  France  
Gutbrod, Hans   Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung mbH (GSI)   Germany  
Hieber, Sabine   Ministry of Research and Education    Germany  
Kurz, Alexander   Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung mbH (GSI)   Germany  
Leclercq, Nathalie  European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL)   Germany  
Maske-Demand, Birgit  Hessen Ministry of Science and Arts    Germany  
Miralles, Luís   Ministerio de Ciencia y Tecnología    Spain  
Palumbo, Luigi   Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare di Frascati (INFN)  Italy  
Scherf, Christian  Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY)   Germany  
Witte, Karl   European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF)   France  
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AFI group on Full Cost Issues (AFI-FCI)
Brandt, Björn (Chair) Swedish Foundation for Strategic Research    Sweden  
Dormy, Bernard  Ministère de la Recherche et aux Nouvelles Technologies   France  
Eriksson, Leif  Swedish Research Council      Sweden  
Fangohr, Hanna  Hamburg Authority of Science and Research    Germany  
Godet, Nathalie  Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS)   France  
Grapentin, Jan  Ministry of Research and Education     Germany  
Hieber, Sabine  Ministry of Research and Education     Germany  
Kurz, Alexander  Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung mbH (GSI)    Germany  
Maske-Demand, Birgit Hessen Ministry of Science and Arts     Germany  
Miralles, Luís  Consortium for the Exploitation of the Synchrotron Light Laboratory Spain  
Palumbo, Luigi  Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare di Frascati (INFN)   Italy  
Scherf, Christian Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY)    Germany  
Wells, Steve  Council for the Central Laboratory of the Research Councils (CCLRC) United Kingdom  
Witte, Karl  European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF)    France
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